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Introduction

It is always exciting to have a new puppy. A new puppy is a great addition to any household and will
provide years of joy, laughter and companionship. However, a great deal of time, energy and money is
required to train and provide the care needed to keep them vivacious and healthy.
You might have already completed your diligence and decided upon the breed of your new puppy. Now you
need to research and then prepare your home with the items that your puppy must have upon arrival. Being
prepared for your new puppy is the correct way to make them feel loved, provided for and comfortable in
their new surroundings. This demonstrates that you are reliable, which begins to garner their respect for the
pack leader.
They will spend the first few nervous days adjusting to family members and pining for absent brothers and
sisters. It is up to you to make that transition as smooth as possible and you can do this by already having all
of the essential items in the house upon their arrival, and of course loving them.
What will your puppy need upon arrival to a new home? His new house needs to be puppy-proofed, and
stocked with the fourteen essential items that all puppies need. When shopping for your new puppy, you
will discover a tremendous amount of everything that a puppy needs, plus many more items to spoil your
new little furry companion. Further, you will learn about the things puppies need during their rapid growth.
It is thrilling to have a new puppy and shopping for them is always fun. Whether at the local mall, pet store,
boutique pet supply, or big-box chain, you will experience no problem locating the essential items that all
puppies should have, but I have also included some links to assist you.
Included in this guide are puppy ownership responsibilities such as, preparing for a puppies arrival,
vaccinations/deworming, house-training, teething, and what to expect the first few days of owning a puppy.
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Additionally is the list of the 14 essential puppy items with comprehensive descriptions. This is valuable
information that all new puppy owners should know before bringing their puppy home.
Purchase it now and begin reading the wide-ranging information on the 14 Essentials that includes how to
choose collars, leashes, toys, bedding, crates, gates, treats, puppy foods, identification, grooming tools,
bowls, and much more. We look forward to helping you improve your essentials knowledge and guide you
during training your dog. This Essentials guide is a perfect companion to one of my breed specific training
guides.
Enjoy
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New Puppy Help & Responsibilities
This chapter provides information about how to prepare for owning a new puppy, and navigating the first
few days. Explanations that are more detailed can be found inside my breed specific dog training books.
Financial Concerns
Have you calculated the cost of owning a dog and any extra costs associated with the particular breed you
are considering bringing home? Besides initial costs of purchasing the dog from a reputable breeder, there
are spay/neuter and vaccination, collar, leash, crate, pen, and gate costs.
Annual costs are food, toys, possible veterinary trips, boarding, walking, and pet sitting. The average yearly
cost of owning a dog ranges from 750.00-2,500.00, and any emergency surgeries or accidents can add
thousands to yearly totals. That is why pet insurance is something to consider, especially with active dogs
and breeds that are known to be less healthy than others are.
Before proceeding to puppy ownership, you must know that you can meet the financial obligation or it will
be unfair for your puppy.
Selecting a Puppy
When choosing a breed, all puppy owners have to set aside the adorable factor and get real with themselves.
All breeds have different needs and if you are unable to provide those needs then that breed isn’t the one for
you.
Before you even get to the point of breed selection, you need to consider your current lifestyle and plans. If
you are unable to commit time for training, daily exercise, and companionship, then at this phase in your
life, you shouldn’t bring a puppy into your home. Puppies require time commitments, love, guidance,
training and friendship, and it is unfair to them and you if you cannot provide it. Each year thousands of
puppies are abandoned, given away, or end up in shelters on death row.
Please take the time to reflect and consider if you and your family are ready to bring home a new puppy.
Your lifestyle must match your dog’s needs, and if it does the rewards of owning a puppy are significant and
worth the time and effort to produce an obedient, loyal, loving puppy. However, you must be ready to make
a real commitment and choose objectively. The reality and good news is that with over five-hundred breeds
to choose, there will be an ample supply that fit your adorable factor as well as match your lifestyle.
Puppy Proofing the Home
You have calculated the costs and found that a puppy fits into your budget, and then you went through the
many breeds and matched one to your lifestyle. Afterward, you then found a reputable breeder and are now
on the way home to your house with your new furry bundle of joy.
“What should you have done beforehand?” You should have prepared your home so that your puppy arrives
to a safe and comfortable environment. This is done by scouring the area where your puppy will be
spending most of his time. All loose items such as coins, small pieces of plastic, metal, jewelry, and
anything that a puppy could swallow requires removal. This includes backpacks, purses, umbrellas,
trashcans, and any normal thing you usually wouldn’t think needs removal, but one thing you can count on
is that puppy curiosity is relentless and he will explore every nook and cranny.
Next, all power and other cords need to be moved out of puppy reach, if you have to rearrange lighting then
so be it. Then section off the doorways to workshops and other rooms that will be off limits to your puppy
because they pose an unsafe environment. Remove all toxic chemicals from puppy height and remember
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when you sequester him in your bathroom to place the toilet paper, cleaners, towels, and curtain out of your
puppy’s reach. If you have a fireplace, it will need to be securely sectioned off so that he cannot wander in
and play in the embers and ash.
Moving forward the entire family will need to remember that a new chewing monster now inhabits your
house and to keep the floor and other areas puppy proofed. This requires changing habits but saves money
and frustration.
First Few Days
After your new puppy has performed his first pee/poop in the predestinated spot in the yard, then bring him
inside, unclip the leash and let him do as he pleases and encounter creatures on his own terms. Never force
yourself or other animals on a pup, allow them to find their own comfort level and engage using their own
decisions. This is the beginning of the all-important socialization process.
If you have other pets around, you should first consider placing your puppy inside his pen so that there is a
barrier between him and them. The first day is acclimation to new surroundings and humans. In addition,
you can expect that he will be missing his littermates and mother. Do not over handle your puppy during the
first days, allow him time to adjust and engage with others by using his own will.
Beginning with the first day, establish the schedule for feeding, and outdoor relief breaks. Every forty-five
minutes to an hour take him to his waste elimination spot and see if he needs to pee or poop, and if he
doesn’t after a few minutes, then return inside and try again in about 10-15 minutes. Don’t turn it into a play
session, because you want to train him that elimination breaks are only for elimination, this way he doesn’t
trick you into going outside for his fun time. Of course, you can play a bit or let him smell the yard after he
eliminates and you praise him with a “Good boy.”
Next, add walks, exercise and training to the schedule, then from this day forward follow that schedule best
you can. Dogs love structure.
Your new puppy will be missing his littermates and mother, so don’t be surprised if you hear some whining
and whimpering. Your job is to provide support and comfort but do not over coddle him by running to his
side at every little whimper. This separation anxiety will most likely be more prevalent during nighttime so
keep your puppy close by where you sleep, either next to your bed or at your opened doorway. Relentless
pining can be a sign of more serious “Separation Anxiety” and should be given quick attention to lessen the
symptoms and solve the problem.
Day by day your pup will adjust to the new surroundings and start to understand that he is loved and cared
for by his new family and then the separation anxiety will begin to decrease. When he understands that all of
his needs are taken care of it will form a human-puppy bond that automatically installs you as the alpha
leader and makes him feel secure and relaxed.
As you begin teaching your puppy his name, first establish eye contact before saying his name. Remember
his name is only to get his attention, not for him to come to you. When issuing commands, say your puppy’s
name followed by the command, such as “Zeke come.”
Begin crate training so that he has a safe place to relax and for you to place him when necessary. RULE
ONE – your puppy should love his crate so never use it as punishment. If you have to give a time-out,
choose a dull place like a pantry or bathroom. The crate also aids in house-training because dogs are
naturally clean and will do everything not to soil their own den/crate.
The first few days you will be busy making regular trips outside for elimination breaks, socializing him to
his new surroundings, creatures, teaching name recognition, beginning crate training, adoring him and
keeping him nearby so that you can avoid indoor accidents of all types. Don’t forget to supply ample chewtoys that are sized appropriately.
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House - Training
Before leaving to pick up your new canine, there are a few preparations to be completed. Choose the spot
for his pen and prepare it by placing a tarp down over your carpet and then covering the area with
newspapers and possibly puppy pads. In one corner place his crate, and add something comfortable such as
a soft blanket or bed inside and something comfortable outside for him to lay, natural rubber chew-toys
bigger than he can swallow, and finally a water bowl. If you have an easily cleanable tile area then you
might not need a tarp.
The first thing you should do upon arriving home is to clip the leash to your puppy’s collar and carry your
puppy from your car to the backyard and then set him down to poop/pee in the area you predestinated. From
this time forward, this area of the yard is where he should always be brought for defecation and urination.
After he is done, give him a good boy when he begins his waste elimination, and then remain silent while he
does his thing, offer a moment to smell the grass, and then pick him up and take him inside.
The best and fastest way to house-train your new puppy is to take him to his designated elimination spot
every forty-five to sixty minutes and see if he needs to relieve himself. If he doesn’t after a couple of
minutes, return inside and then repeat about 10 minutes later. Avoiding indoor accidents is the goal.
In a few days, you will begin to understand your puppies bladder limits. The times to bring your puppy
outside for urination or defecation are after playing, feedings, naps, first thing in the morning, or after he
drinking a lot of water. If you can, take him once in the night when you hear him whining. Puppies can
usually hold their bladders for about 4-5 hours during sleep. Dogs do not like to soil their own area and only
as a last resort will they soil their crate or bedding.
Lastly, keep your puppy in sight at all times, even tether him to your belt loop by using his leash or a longer
cord. This helps you notice if he is showing signs of needing to eliminate and allows you quickly to whisk
him outdoors. This also aids you in observing that he is not chewing on anything other than his natural
rubber chew-toys or creating other mischief.
Teething
Puppies want to put anything and everything into their mouths, and this is amplified during teething periods
when the desire to chew is increased. Sometime between 3-8 weeks, their first teeth erupt, and then later
around 4-6 months their adult teeth will begin to replace their puppy teeth. If during this period you notice
that your puppy is having difficulty eating, add some water to soften their dry food. This is better than a
sudden change in food that might upset your puppies system. Keep it simple.
As a rule, your puppy should always have three or four safe toys lying around to play and chew, and they
always have a favorite that you should continually keep available. Establish early that the only thing your
puppy can chew is his toys and that all human items are off limits. Rotate their toys so they seem fresh to
them.
Vaccinations / Deworming
Your new puppy comes armed with some protection from diseases and germs that was provided by their
mother’s milk; however, you will need to have your puppy vaccinated. You can silicate the schedule from
your breeder or veterinarian. Vaccinations are a vital part of your puppy’s care and it will help prevent
serious diseases. Vaccines can be core or non-core. Core vaccines are those that have been recommended by
the AVMA to be given to all dogs. These include vaccinations for distemper, adenovirus-2, canine
parvovirus-2, and rabies. Non-core vaccines include leptospirosis. Lyme disease and Bordetella are
recommended for dogs in specific geographic locations.
Your veterinarian will go over the non-core vaccines that are recommended for your puppy, and the
vaccination schedule. Several boosters will be necessary over the course of the first year in order to provide
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ideal immunity for your puppy, but beware not to over vaccinate and only administer the minimum
necessary. I recommend doing some research as well as discussing with your breeder.
Almost all puppies have worms and need to have a deworming process performed. Roundworms, parasites,
tapeworms, whipworms, and hookworms can cause anemia and weight loss that can be fatal. Heartworms
can be spread by mosquitoes and live in a dog’s circulatory system, and the recommended treatment is when
your puppy is aged around eight weeks.
Keep your puppy away from strange dogs’ feces.
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Below is an example of a vaccination schedule.
Vaccinating Your Dog
Vaccinations help prevent diseases, especially the fatal diseases such as parvovirus and distemper. The
following is an example of a dog’s vaccine schedule. You should verify with your veterinarian and ask for
his or her recommendations, and try to avoid unnecessary vaccinations.
6 weeks of age - 2 in one vaccine
9 weeks of age - 2 in one vaccine
12 weeks of age - 5 in one vaccine
16 weeks of age - 5 in one vaccine and Rabies vaccine
1 year of age - 5 in one vaccine and Rabies vaccine
2 years of age - 5 in one vaccine
3 years of age - 5 in one vaccine
4 years of age - 5 in one vaccine and Rabies vaccine
5 years of age and up - repeat from the * (annual booster vaccine and Rabies vaccine every 3 years)
Spay / Neuter
If you are not going to be breeding your puppy then it is recommended that you have your dog spay or
neutered, but it is neither law nor necessary for the health of your puppy. Benefits are keeping accidental
procreation from occurring, limiting the nuisance of dogs in heat, and minimizing aggression in male dogs.
These procedures can be done as early as eight weeks, but many veterinarians prefer to wait until four to six
months of age. Spaying is recommended before the first occurrence of heat.
Summary
This overview should have provided you with enough information to realize there is much responsibility
that comes with dog ownership, informed, and sparked your curiosity to read further on each of the topics
mentioned. I know that if you are reading this guide that you are going to make a terrific puppy parent
because you are interested in playing an active role in a puppy’s life. I want to thank you in advance for
being proactive in informing yourself about dog ownership, the logical next step will be to read about dog
training so that you are prepared to lead and train your dog properly.
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The Fourteen Essentials

1. Collars
Everyone knows that all puppies require a collar and it is something that they need to begin adjusting to the
first day. Since puppies will be rapidly growing throughout their first year, a lightweight, wide, adjustable,
flat cotton, leather or nylon buckle collar is a good choice. Expect to purchase a half dozen or more collars
as your puppy grows and you expand his training.
Different types of collars are used for training, walking, conformation shows, competitions, and everyday
uses, additionally they provide a place to attach a leash and identification.
When placing a collar on your puppy, leave it loose enough so that you can place two fingers between the
collar and the puppy’s neck. The collar should be snug but tight enough that it will not slide over your
puppy’s neck and in a short time; they will consider it normal always to be wearing a collar.
Click Here to Shop for Collars
More about Types of Collars and Their Uses

2. Leashes
Leashes are a necessity to dog ownership, and by law in some places, dogs must remain leashed when in
public. Puppies are small, so select a lightweight leash that is about six feet (2meters) in length. Begin
indoors by gradually exposing your puppy to the leash being attached to his collar. This will prepare him for
his first outdoor walk.
Puppies adjust rather quickly to wearing collars and leashes, but sometimes they enjoy turning them into
chew-toys, so remain observant and if necessary adjust their behavior so that the only thing that your puppy
chews is his chew-toys. Chew-toys should be provided from day one so that they begin to understand those
are the “only” thing that they should chew upon.
The goal is that puppies enjoy their collar and leash. Your puppy should happily remain calm while you
attach the collar and leash. He should not show fear or unpleasantness towards either. Leashes come in a
variety of sizes, materials, and lengths.
Click Here to Find a Leash
More on Types of Leashes

3. Bedding
At six to eight weeks of age puppies do not require a lavish dog bed, a thick comfortable blanket will
suffice. Whether on the floor or in the crate a comfortable blanket provides enough cushion and is easy to
wash. Puppies spend a lot of time in their crates so choosing comfy easy to clean bedding is necessary.
Soon after housetraining, they will require something plush. Dog owners will find a myriad of fabrics,
stuffing, and styles that will accommodate any dog and if desired add a touch of style to your home. Eco
conscious puppy owners will find sustainable fabrics and stuffing. Also available are odor control, pest
control and removable/washable covers in many shapes and sizes.
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Beware that your puppy is not chewing on his bedding, and if the stuffing comes out, remove the bed and
substitute a blanket until you have corrected the behavior and your puppy is no longer chewing on their
bedding. If ingested your puppy could become ill from the stuffing.
Click Here to Shop for Bedding
How to Choose Bedding

4. Crates
Your puppy will be spending a great deal of time in their crate so it is important that it is the correct size and
of quality construction. Crates are made from many types of materials, such as plastic, steel and fiberglass,
so finding the ideal crate for your home and travel should be an easy task.
Puppies should be able to stand up, lie down and turn around in the crate but not much more. Puppies will
need to be crate trained to recognize that their crate is their safe-haven and to relish the time spent in the
safety of their crate. If you purchase a larger crate, you can then block the back section making it smaller to
fit their size, and then enlarge it as your puppy grows.
Add something soft and washable for them to sleep on. Thoroughly clean any messes that occur inside the
crate. Try diligently to avoid crate accidents. Your puppy's crate will be used for sleeping, resting, travel,
house-training and containment when left unsupervised. The sooner your puppy is comfortable inside their
crate, the better it will be for the two of you.
Click Here to Shop for Crates
More about Crates

5. Gates and Pens
Gates and Pens are extremely useful when a new puppy is in the house. They provide them more room than
a crate but offer you peace of mind because you know that they cannot escape from the enclosure or blocked
space. If kept in close proximity to you in the house, your puppy also feels connected to their new caretaker.
Wire pens can be configured in many sizes and shapes, but wood pens are limited to their four sides and
fixed wall sizes. Avoid accordion style gates and pens, because if they come loose they can harm your
puppy. Gates allow you to section off a space such as a pantry or work area containing dangerous materials,
and gates can keep your puppy in an area.
Shop for Dog Gates and Pens
Types of Gates and Pens

6. Food and Water Bowls
Plastic, stainless steel, ceramic and glass are your choices, but stainless steel offers the most durable
hygienic choice. Hydration is very important for your puppy, so always have fresh clean water available for
them to drink. Regularly cleaning food bowls keeps harmful bacteria and insects from inhabiting the bowls,
so make it a habit to clean your puppy’s bowl after each feeding.
Shop for Dog Bowls
More on Bowls

7. Grooming Tools
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Grooming dogs is something that has to be performed regularly. All breeds have their individual
requirements for brushing and bathing, but every breed needs their teeth brushed, ears cleaned, and nails
trimmed on a regular basis. Dogs that don’t walk often on hard surfaces tend to need their nails trimmed
more often. Active dogs walking and running on pavement, concrete, or climbing rocks naturally wear their
nails down so they require less frequent trimming.
When it comes to grooming, the first thing a puppy has to learn is to be handled on all parts of his body.
This enables owners to perform regular inspections for critters such as ticks, fleas, rashes and importantly
allows puppies to be comfortable with all grooming processes. This prevents injury and contributes to the
positive mental health of your puppy. A puppy that fears grooming will never enjoy the process and will
become stressed every time it is performed. Furthermore, a reluctant puppy will be difficult to manage, thus
requiring professional grooming services.
Grooming supplies for coat maintenance will depend upon the coat type of your breed. Long and medium
length coats require pin brushes, combs, and bristle brushes. Slicker brushes help remove mats and dead
hair. Bristle brushes can also be used on smooth coats, and rubber currycombs that smooth and polish.
Shop for Grooming Tools
All dog owners should take some tutorial on how to properly brush and comb their dogs coat without
hurting their dog; after all they should enjoy the grooming process. Tips on combing out tangles, knots, mats
and brushing with the dog’s hair growth will assist all owners. Grooming a dog regularly helps prevent
mats, knots, controls shedding, massages, and distributes natural oils throughout the dogs coat leaving it
healthy and vibrant.
Brushes – Bristle, wire, pin, and slicker. Additional tools are rubber currycombs, undercoat rakes,
shedding combs, mat breakers, de-shedding tools, and shedding blades.
●

Combs - Metal combs with narrow teeth are good for lush medium-coated dogs where the fuzzy under
coat is accessible. Long outer coats usually make it impossible to access with a metal close-toothed comb.
Wide toothed combs are useful for combing out tangles and knots on longhaired dogs.
●

● Shears

– The type of clipper usually varies by coat.

Nail clippers – For optimal paw health, your dog's nails should be kept short. There are special clippers
that are needed for nail trimming that are designed to avoid injury. After some tutelage, this is something
that can be performed at home. If trimming is begun when they are puppies, they will become accustomed
to the procedure, making it easy to perform.
●

● Cotton
● Ear

balls for ear cleaning.

cleaning solution made specifically for dogs.

● Scissors

for trimming a dogs coat in all areas even between their footpads and around the ears and eyes.

● Shampoos

made specifically for dogs.

● Styptic powder
● Toothbrush

to stop bleeding in case the dog’s nails are accidently cut too short.

and Toothpaste manufactured specifically for dogs.

Shop Grooming Tools
More on Grooming

8. Veterinarians
As a new dog owner, if you have not already established a veterinarian then you will need to seek out a
reputable and compassionate one. It is a good idea to find and use the same veterinarian throughout the
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lifetime of your friend. This assures continuity of care as they grow into adulthood and into their mature
years.
Choosing a Veterinarian

9. Toys
It is safe to state that almost everyone knows that dogs love toys and that almost anything can become a toy.
This is why having specific toys for your dog is important. It is of equal importance they understand that
anything other than their toys is off-limits to them. Fortunately, there are a myriad of quality, durable,
natural toys available for your new puppy to chew to their hearts delight.
Edible chews such as pig ears, rawhide bones, Nylabones®, and natural rubber chew-toys made by
KONG® and Petsafe® all have a long-lasting reputation for providing safe and durable chew-toys for dogs.
Many other brands and types exist on the open market, but before buying, consider whether you want to
supply your dog with a natural or synthetic product.
Shop for Puppy Toys
More about Toys

10. Puppy Foods
Puppy food that is recommended by your breeder or veterinarian is preferred and should be waiting for your
new puppy’s arrival. Use only high quality foods that do not contain bi-products or artificial additives.
Puppies require a balanced diet that is packed with calories to fuel their seemingly endless energy, at least
when they are not sleeping half of the day. Special foods are made that assist puppies in growing healthy
bones, coats and internal organs.
If you are interested, research and consult experts about raw foods and cooked foods diets. Raw food diets
provide a healthy alternative or addition to puppy and cooked foods diets. Cooked foods include cooked
meats such as chicken, beef, pork, plus raw fruits and vegetables, where raw food diets are exactly that, raw.
Food makers know that puppies require special formulas for their growing bodies and needs, so they
incorporate those nutritional requirements into the right blend of fat, carbohydrates, protein, vitamins, and
minerals contained in their puppy blends. The size of your breed also needs to be taken into consideration.
If you are not sure about which diet to feed your puppy, talk to your breeder or veterinarian. Many breeders
are aware of their breed’s specific needs and have valuable information for your specific breed, such as an
extra protein or carbohydrate food that they require during puppyhood or as an adult. Never be afraid to ask
questions and glean information from the professionals.
Shop for Puppy Foods
More about Nutrition & Diets

11. Treats
Treats are the all-important training assistant, teeth cleaner, time occupier, and rewarding item that all dog
owners should keep on hand. Just like with food, you want to find treats that do not contain artificial
additives and by-products. Small bits of cooked meats from your refrigerator make the perfect additive free
treats.
Many dog owners don’t realize that a treat can be the size of a corn kernel. It only has to smell and taste
great for it to be valuable to them. Their incredible noses know long before you would ever realize that
something good is in your hand or pouch.
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If your dog is not respectfully taking the treat from your hand then you need to teach them proper treat
taking etiquette. For more on etiquette, types of treats, when and how to treat click the link below.
Shop for Treats
More about Treats and Treating

12. Identification
Microchip identification or the standard ID tags are the two types of identification most widely used
throughout the world. An ID tag can be made of either plastic or metal and come in a variety of shapes and
sizes with a dog’s name and contact information cut into it.
Both contain a dog’s name and an owner’s contact information, such as name, telephone number and
address.
Shop for Microchips
More about Microchips

13. House-Soiling Cleaners
Cleaners for scrubbing up dog bombs are beneficial in hiding the past accident area so that your puppy
cannot identify where he had previously relieved himself. Pet specific cleaners are available that do much
more than carpet cleaners, because they attack the ingredients of dog poop and pee.
The main point is to erase all evidence that urine or fecal matter had been deposited in the affected area.
Dogs are creatures of habit and return to the same general area where they previously urinated or defecated.
Anytime that you are cleaning up a mess in an off-limits spot, you must erase all traces of the mess so that
your puppy cannot locate it. Enzyme cleaners and dog specific cleaners help erase the crime scene.
How to clean house-soiling accidents is something that all dog owners should learn.
Learn How to Clean Messes

14. Puppy Proof Sprays
Sprays for items that you do not want your puppy chewing, leave a bitter taste that usually repels dogs.
Shake and spray on table legs, sofas and anything that your puppy has access and you need to protect.
The desired goals for puppy owners are to puppy proof their homes and foremost train puppies not to chew
anything besides their toys.
More on Puppy Proof Sprays
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Collar Types and Uses

The iconic dog collar with identity tag hanging beneath dogs’ head is imprinted into every humans mind.
Collars are an item that all dog owners need to have and all dogs must adjust to wearing. Dogs quickly
become accustomed to their collars and soon they feel that it is part of their bodies. Collars cover an
extensive range of colors, adornment, usefulness, and material compositions. Collars are typically made
from leather, nylon, metal, cotton, and in varying widths.
Depending upon the activity, size and type of dog, the collar can be changed to accommodate the event. Toy
dogs such as a Papillon, Pomeranian or Poodle do not usually wear a heavy chain or hefty leather collar,
where large, aggressive or strong dogs such as Mastiffs, Cane Corsos, or Great Pyrenees might require one.
In the show ring, out hiking, during training, at the dog park or house, choosing the correct collar for the
event and location is a skill that all dog owners should possess. Rewards based trainers try to avoid collars
that choke or harm dogs, because rewards based training avoids physical punishment. Of course, in extreme
cases of rehabilitating negative behaviors they are sometimes employed.
The collar should fit over your dog’s head and fit snuggly on the neck, but leaving enough room to slip two
fingers between your dog’s neck and the collar. If it is to tight the collar restricts breathing, too loose and it
allows for escaping or snagging on objects. Standard collars are usually a better idea for large fully trained
adult dogs, while harnesses allow more control over difficult and small dogs.
“What is your Collar IQ?”
Common Types of dog collars
1. Halter
2. Harness
3. Breakaway
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4. Buckle (Standard)
5. Slip
6. Quick Release
7. Choke Chain / Chain-slip
8. Prong
9. Martingale
10. Dog Show
11. Electronic
Halter collars are also named head collars. They wrap around the head and muzzle of the dog and help to
counteract pulling and assist with steering. The overall design gives owners more control of their dogs’
movements.
Larger dogs can use a standard halter that connects to both the shoulder and chest using dual leads.
Variances on this design are available to fit almost any breed except some flat-nosed breeds such as Pugs or
Bulldogs.
The halter is a valuable friend for dog owners having a difficult time with leash training and controlling
their dogs. Halters are recommended in lieu of choke and prong collars.
Harness collars fit around the neck and shoulders behind the front legs. Harnesses are recommended for all
dogs with throat, trachea or respiratory issues.
Harness collars do not apply pressure on dogs’ throats therefore avoid damaging the trachea or constricting
breathing. Harnesses are ideal for toy and small dogs because they reduce the risk of neck injury.
Pro - When out walking, they take pressure from dogs’ necks and disperse it through the torso. Benefits
jumping or lunging dogs by not choking them, and harnesses are less likely to separate from a dogs body
under heavy pressure.
Con - Some dogs do not appreciate the fit of harnesses finding them uncomfortable to wear. Back clip
harnesses provide less control than front clip. Be sure the harness has a place to attach an ID tag.
Large active dogs can adorn specially designed hiking harnesses that are equipped with the storage ability to
haul the dogs own food and water, or that flask of warmness needed for cold nights. 
Breakaway collars are designed to prevent choking.
Pro - If a dog becomes entangled with another object and the collar snags, the collar will breakaway
allowing the dog to remain uninjured. This ability comes from the specially designed breakaway clasp.
Con - The drawback is that the collars do not withstand heavy tugs and if the collar disengages, the dog
wearing it is without its identity tag.
Buckle collars are versatile, functional, and timeless in design and are referred to as standard collars.
Pro - They come in many different materials and ornamentation and of course provide a place to hang
pooches’ identity tags. These are best for dogs that are obedience and leash trained, or just meandering
around the house.
Con - While great for identity tag and fashion statements, they are not ideal for training purposes and can
injure toy and small dogs.
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Nylon Slip collars instantly tighten when pulled thus gaining the dogs attention and allowing the owner to
move the dog where they choose. These collars are also used during obedience competitions and show
competitions.
Con - Best used for training purposes only, some do not have a place to hang an identity tag. They cannot be
left on dogs when unattended.
Quick Release collars differ from buckle because instead of a buckle and belt holes, a simple plastic
fastener links it together allowing for a quick pinch of the plastic clip to release the collar. This allows for
easy removal and the quick changing of collars.
Con - They are not ideal for training purposes and can injure toy and small dogs.
Choke -chain / Chain-slip collars are used during training and allow the trainer greater control of a dog.
Con - when jerked they can cause damage to a dogs neck. This type of collar should not remain on a dog
after training sessions because they can easily become snagged and choke the dog.
Prong collars are metal training collars with prongs on the inside loop next to the dogs fur. The prongs are
not sharp, and when tightened place even pressure on a dogs neck, and are known as pinch collars.
They are often used when training large dogs that are difficult to control.
Con - Again, these should only be used during training sessions, and not remain on dogs afterward. They
appear more aggressive than they actually are; the prongs are not sharp enough to penetrate skin, however
they still inflict discomfort.
Martingale collars are used in conformation and for dogs that have heads smaller than their necks, but can
be used on any breed. They slip over a dog’s head and tighten when tension is applied from the lead.
Pro - These collars do not tighten all of the way as a choke collar does because only one section is capable
to be tightened when the lead is pulled.
Con - They cannot be left on a dog after training sessions or walks, so a different collar needs to be placed
on your dog.
Electronic collars are used for with electric fences, hunting, and for controlling barking.
Pro - Helpful for training and quickly impressing upon dogs what behavior you desire from them.
Con - These types of collars should not be left on dogs for long durations, and should only be used during
training sessions.
Dog Show collars worn during confirmation are martingale; slip, nylon choke, and combination slip lead
collars. These thin collars are preferred for show dogs because they are easily slipped on and off dogs. The
design is understated so that they do not alter the neckline or beauty of the dogs and additionally provide
greater control to the trainer.
Con – They all inflict discomfort when tightened upon a dog’s neck.
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Collar Materials
Leather
It is common knowledge that leather lasts many years, is strong, and looks lovely. Most leather goods age
into greater beauty because wear displayed on leather is part of its attractive quality. Leather collars come in
different thicknesses, widths, grades, and finishes.
Top grain leather collars are stronger, more durable, and supple than other leathers. Oil tanned leather is
another top option due to the process adding flexibility and durability to the leather.
Nylon
Nylon collars come in a variety of colors, widths, and either single or doubly ply thickness. Strong, durable,
and long lasting, they are also available with reflective materials made to illuminate when lights from
vehicles shine on them. They do not withstand chewing well.
Center cord
Made with nylon cord that is wrapped in fabric or rolled leather. It has outstanding strength, which is why it
is often used in retractable leads.
Cotton
Cotton web collars are lightweight, inexpensive, and geared towards puppies being trained. They have a
shorter lifespan and easily show wear.
Choosing a Collar
Choose a collar that is appropriate for your dog’s size and weight, by matching the size and weight of the
construction materials to your dog. Additional collar choosing factors are budget, functionality, collar width
and thickness. You do not want your little lap dogs neck pulled to the ground by some overly ornate, heavy
wide collar.
Large and strong dogs require durable heavy-duty construction to withstand their size and strength. Wider
collars place less pressure on a dog’s neck making them more comfortable and less restricted.
The correct fit is important for safety. Dog collars should fit snug enough so that the dog cannot easily slip
out of the collar. Collars usually adjust to an additional two inches (5cm) from the stated size, for example, a
sixteen-inch (40.6cm) collar expands to eighteen inches (45.7cm).
When measuring for a collar owners need to take into consideration their dogs type of coat. Dogs with
summer and winter coats will need collar room to adjust to their coats changes.
To find your dog’s collar size, use a flexible tape measure around the high part of your dog’s neck. Collars
should be worn high on the neck. If your dog is between sizes, choose the larger size instead of the smaller.
If you have a puppy, take advantage when ordering and purchase an additional collar that is one size up, so
that it is ready when your puppy grows out of his initial collar.
Click the Image to Shop for Collars
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Types of Leashes

Leashes come in many different styles and materials including leather, nylon, metal, cloth, and reflective.
When choosing a leash consider its application, the size of your dog, and the settings that you will be using
it.
Your basic seven leashes for training and everyday use are standard, check chord; slip lead, retractable,
martingale, traffic lead, and chain. Training leashes are slip leads, martingales, check chords, and traffic
leads. Rewards based trainers avoid leashes such as slip lead that can choke dogs and injure them.
There are many American state laws that require dogs to be leashed in specific areas, consult your local
municipality regarding the laws in the country where you reside.
Standard leashes are those that have a snap to secure it onto a dog’s collar. Typically, they are available in
4’ - 6’ (1.2 - 2m) lengths. These leashes are the standard everyday walking leash for taking your dog around
the block or down to the local coffee shop. These shorter and stouter leashes offer better control of your
dog.
Slip leads are usually used during training because they offer immediate corrections to be made with a
slight pull, or if the dog is pulling, they immediately feel the constriction. Slip leads immediately loosen as
soon as the tension is released. Because it is an all in one leash and collar, the need for a collar is eliminated.
They are easy to put on and take off.
Scenarios where these are useful are for potentially stressful trips to a location where other dogs will be
present, such as the groomer or veterinarian and you need full control of your not-yet-fully-trained dog, and
competitions.
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Check chords are long leads ranging from twenty feet (6m) to any length you desire. These useful leashes
are perfect training helpers for teaching obedience commands such as come, retrieving, tracking, fieldwork,
and many other sports.
They offer your dog plenty of room to roam around freely, come in a variety of colors, are lightweight, less
likely to tangle and easier on your hands than rope.
Retractable leashes are best used once your dog is leash trained and relatively obedient. Otherwise, you
will end up with little control of a dog that might be pulling, lunging, or jumping all of which can have
negative outcomes.
They are good for low distraction and low stress scenarios where your dog can be allowed extra room to
roam safely. They also offer a good leash for transitioning into off-leash work.
Keep in mind that hunting dogs might be too gamey for a retractable. When they spot game, they tend to
pursue without thought of being tethered and if your dog is ten feet out, takes off running you are left with
little control and it becomes a test of strength. This type of situation can end with injuries such as shoulder,
hand, or chord burns from exposed skin rubbed raw.
Martingale leads are similar to slip leads but have a limited tightening range. If you have a strong pulling
dog that isn’t fazed by being choked, then this is a better option than a slip leash. Because it is an all in one
leash and collar, the need for a collar is eliminated.
Traffic lead leashes are short leashes that offer you greater control of difficult to handle dogs or when you
need tight control of a dog. The short leash cannot become tangled, thus adding safety. These short leads are
also useful for service dogs in harness and in any situation where you need close control of your dog.
Traffic leads can be as short as six inches (15cm) and up to two feet (61cm) although you will see longer leads
advertised. The longer they become the less control they offer.
Chain leashes are as the name states and made of metal. They are much more comfortable if they have a
leather handle. They are heavy, bulky and if they are 100% metal, uncomfortable in hand. They require
being attached to a solidly built collar. One benefit is for dogs that will not stop chewing on their leashes.
Reflective leashes provide additional safety to your nightly walks. After dusk, a reflective leash adds
visibility from light sources such as car lights. Look for a leash that has reflective coating on both sides so
that no matter the position a reflection from light can be seen by approaching drivers or pedestrians.
TIP - Collars are also made with reflective materials, having this type of collar and leash combination for
your dog will add extra protection for the both of you when out walking under dim conditions. LED lit
harnesses are available, and if you choose, there is nothing harmful about attaching an LED type light to
your dog’s collar. All sorts of blinking and beam balls are for sale.
Leash Materials
Leather leashes are more expensive than nylon, but normally hold up against chewing and are long lasting.
Leather leashes are more comfortable in hand than many nylon leashes, and do provide slight stretching
along with less likelihood of damage occurring to your hand.
Top grain leather leashes are stronger, more durable, and supple than other leathers. Oil tanned leather is
another top option due to the process adding flexibility and durability to the leather.
Nylon (synthetic) leashes are less expensive than metal or leather, strong, light, washable, and hold up well
in different climates. However, they do not withstand chewing well, do not stretch, and sometimes cause
chaffing of hands.
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Chain leashes are usually made from steel, are strong, prevent chewing, and provide control of dogs. They
are much heavier than leather and nylon, and if a dog does chew on it their teeth can be damaged.
Click the Image to Shop for Leashes
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Bedding

Shopping for your puppy is an enjoyable experience. Dog owners want their puppies to be comfortable and
at first glance choosing a dog bed seems as simple as matching bed size to dog size. However, there are a
few considerations to mull over before heading out to the doggie mega-store or online retailer. You should
consider the location of the bed; your dog’s sleeping style and breed. Are you purchasing a travel bed,
indoor sleeping bed, or outdoor bed?
“What do you mean by my dogs sleeping style?”
All animals strike their own poses during sleep, just think about humans and the many positions we sleep.
To choose the correct sized bed, measure your dog in their favorite sleeping position. If you notice your dog
often changes positions, then measure when they are their largest during sleep.
“How do I find my dog’s bed size?”
For each sleeping style, match the bed size to your dog’s sleeping dimensions.
Sprawled out sleepers usually cover the lengths of their beds, so measure the dogs full stretched out length
from nose to back paws or stretched front to back paws. The bed should be wide enough for the torso and
long enough to accommodate the stretched measurement. It is a good idea to add a couple of inches or
centimeters to both measurements so that your dog has some positioning room.
Curled up sleepers will in most cases find small cozy beds a perfect fit. Measure your dog while they are in
the curled sleeping position then add some extra room.
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Upside down sleeping dogs often switch positions, but nonetheless they will need a bed long enough to
support their spine while sleeping on their backs. Measure the dog from their head to tail, or head to
hindquarters. Dogs are unlikely to care if their tails hang off the edge of the bed, so it is up to you to decide
about tail or hindquarter measuring.
Active sleeping dogs that seem to dream of running in the park or chasing prey during sleep are often suited
best to a flat type bed. Measure the torso and then add some extra room for the dog’s head and neck. This
will accommodate dreaming jerks and ticks. It is a good idea to add a couple of inches or centimeters to
both measurements so that your dog has some positioning room.
Common Bed Styles
Standard are flat, come in all shapes and sizes, and are basic resting bed for all breeds. Flat beds are great
for sprawling and upside down sleeping dogs.
Nesting which are similar to standard, have raised edges and possibly a partial roof. Tiny and small dogs
enjoy the comfort and security offered by this type of bed.
Orthopedic beds are often selected for elderly dogs to support their aching joints and are good for dogs
healing from certain injuries.
Travel beds are usually smaller and can be folded or rolled up for ease of transport.
Bolster beds are similar in design to a human couch only in dog size and lay on the floor. They are partially
raised on three sides with pillow type cushions and offer dogs a sense of security, comfort, and coziness.
These are a favorite style for toy to medium sized dogs that enjoy or need comfort.
Donut Beds have a raised edge around the circumference and that edge is made of bolstering materials
similar to pillows. Small dogs enjoy curling up in these types of beds and they rank high in popularity with
dogs.
Snuggle beds are designed for small dogs and offer a den feeling that is perfect for burrowers such as
Dachshunds and dogs that chill easy such as Whippets and Chihuahuas. This type of bed is cozy, warm and
comfortable instilling safety into your sleeping dog. This type of bed comes in many options such as
partially covered, sleeping bag style and tunnel.
Crate Pads are for use inside dog’s crates and come in numerous sizes, thicknesses and materials. A quality
crate bed should be water and mold resistant, machine washable and durable.
Heated and Cooled beds which do as their names state are often selected to ease pain, or keep dogs warm
or cool. During winter, dogs such as Whippets that chill easily might take a liking to a heated bed, while
dogs such as Pugs that easily overheat can make use of a cool bed on a hot summer day. Elderly dogs can
find relief from the aches and pains that come with age.
Outdoor, Tent, Round, and dog furniture are other styles of beds available for dogs. Some outdoor beds
are raised in cot-like fashion or have weatherproof fabrics similar to patio furniture. Cots are usually chew
resistant due to metal and canvas construction. Tent beds are similar to human tent canopies or tent style
construction, and dog furniture is bedding in furniture styled construction.
Be assured that there is no shortage of bedding available for your treasured pooch to be warm, cozy, and
secure.
Click the Image to Shop Bedding
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Crates

Your puppy requires a well-constructed crate to call their home. The reason is that dogs enjoy the safety that
dens provide while they are curled up for some alone time. Due to this fact, many owners splurge on their
puppies and adult dogs’ crates. Contemporary life has provided dogs with many options.
Crates should be large enough to provide them the feeling of safety, but not big enough to encourage
elimination inside of the crate. The crate should act as their go to safe spot, and they should enjoy time
inside of their crates either reflecting upon the squirrel that got away, chewing on a stuffed chew-toy, or
snoozing away. This is why crate training begins early and is an important part of building a dog’s
confidence, training support, and assists in keeping negative separation anxiety from surfacing.
TIP: Since puppies grow fast, make your first crate less expensive and then when your pup grows to be an
adult, splurge on the luxury crate.
Measuring for Crate Size
Before selecting, measure your dog’s height and length so that you have the appropriate dimensions. If you
don’t have the pup at home, ask the breeder to measure, or run by and do it yourself. Begin with the length
and measure from your pup’s nose to about half the length of the tail. Then measure from the floor to the top
of the head. Add approximately 4-6 inches (10 – 15cm) to each measurement, this number is the approximate
size of the crate you need.
Do not use a crate smaller than these measurements. Crates are proportioned according to the length of your
dog so you don’t need to be concerned with your dog’s girth. Fortunately dog crates are often labeled with
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the length, width, height and sometimes include information on the weight that they have been
manufactured to withstand.
Air travel requires a dog’s crate to be large enough that your dog can stand up into a natural position, able to
turn around, sit, and lie down into a natural position. Check the crate for breed specific labeling to help
match it to your dog. For travel in motor vehicles or air, the crate should not be so large that sudden motions
will toss your dog around inside the crate.
Manufacturer sizes vary, so confirm in advance of your flight and match your crate size small, medium,
large, X-large, and Giant to the airlines size specifications of kennel 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 700.
Also, check the crate specifications chart provided by your airline so that you are not caught off guard on
flight day.
The Correct Size
The rule of thumb is that your puppy should be able to stand up, lie down, and turn around inside the crate
without hitting the sides. In the sitting position, their head should not touch the ceiling of the crate. Check
that it is well ventilated and has a window for peering outside.
Crates for Adult Dogs
When selecting a crate for an adult house-trained dog that is beyond crate accidents you are able to upgrade
to a larger domain. In this case, allow your dog a crate that is large enough to move around and lounge in
any position they choose. This is especially important for long durations of crating.
Available Crate Sizes
Extra Small
Dog weight - 1-10lbs or (.5kg - 4kg)
22″L x 13″W x 16″H or centimeters 56 x 33 x 40.6
18″L x 12″W x 14″H or centimeters 45.5 x 30.5 x 35.5
Small
Dog Weight - 11-25lbs or (4kg - 11kg)
24″L x 18″W x 21″H or centimeters 61 x 45.5 x 53.5
24″L x 18″W x 19″H or centimeters 61 x 45.5 x 48
Medium
Dog Weight – 26-40lbs or (11kg - 18kg)
30″L x 21″W x 24″H or centimeters 76 x 53.5 x 61
30″L x 19″W x 21″H or centimeters 76 x 48 x 53.5
Large
Dog Weight – 41-70lbs or (18kg - 31kg)
36″L x 24″W x 27″H or centimeters 91.5 x 61 x 68.5
36″L x 23″W x 25″H or centimeters 91.5 x 58.5 x 63.5
Extra Large
Dog Weight 71-90lbs or (32kg - 40kg)
42″L x 28″W x 31″H or centimeters 107 x 71 x 79
42″L x 28″W x 30″H or centimeters 107 x 71 x 76
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XXL / Giant
Dog Weight 90lbs + or 40kg +
46″L x 30″W x 33″H or centimeters 117 x 76 x 84

Crate Materials
Wire crates are collapsible or foldable, and durable. These crates come in a wide range of sizes and finishes
that offer dogs increased ventilation. Additionally they can be fitted with dividers that allow owners to
expand the crate as the puppy grows. Another handy item is slide out trays that are often fitted beneath the
crate. Floor mats and covers can be added for comfort and privacy.
These crates are heavier than plastic, also well suited to vehicle travel, and provide clear viewing of dogs.
Aluminum crates are lightweight, strong, and provide good ventilation and visibility. They are nicer
looking than wire crates and provide protection against rust. Some have solid walls or bars, and many can be
disassembled for storage. Because the aluminum can be powder coated and anodized, they come in a wide
variety of colors.
The ventilation is not as good as wire, but better than plastic crates. Aluminum crates are good for vehicle
travel and often implemented for dog show uses.
Soft / Fabric crates are easily folded for storage or transportation and lightweight. They provide dogs a
feeling of increased security, but still allow some visibility, airflow and come in many sizes and colors. Soft
crates allow for quick set-ups and breakdowns, compact storage, are made from fabric, foam and sometimes
have a lightweight metal frame.
These are not a good idea for puppies that have yet to be housetrained and are susceptible to chewing and
even digging through fabrics.
Plastic crates are lightweight and durable, easy to clean, insulated against cold, and available for airline
travel. This type of crate is useful for anxious dogs that are easily unsettled by busy surroundings.
Negative points of plastic crates are that they have limited ventilation and take up a lot of room when stored.
Wood / Designer / Hideaway crates are good for indoor use and can be made to mimic furniture such as
tables, nightstands, or window benches. They can be styled and built to match your indoor theme. Using a
variety of woods, and paint colors they are a good choice for those who do not want to clutter their house
with an unsightly crate. They have removable trays located in the bottom, and provide a warm and secure
home for dogs.
However, they are neither easily moved nor convenient for puppies that are not yet house-trained. They lack
the ability to move a puppy’s crate around the house where you will be stationed and are not suitable for
travel because of their weight and finishes.
Wicker, yes wicker crates are available. Don’t laugh yet, not only are they functional, but they are fluids
and smells resistant, and come in many sizes. Wicker has been used for thousands of years and its
practicality is why it is still used today.
Click the Image to Shop for Crates
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Gates and Pens

Gates and pens are used to confine your puppy to a certain area that you know is completely puppy proofed
and safe for them. Knowing that your puppy and personal belongings are safe reduces stress.
Puppies are learning about the world and therefore need to sample all of the new things that they are
exposed. They do this by smelling, and tasting everything around them, after all, they are small versions of
dogs with natural curiosity and heightened senses that leads them into curious adventures of discovery.
Gates and pens allow you to remain worry free about your pup’s safety and allow them space to be
themselves while exploring the properties of the new stuffed chew-toy that you just provided them.
Choosing a Gate and Pen
Choosing a gate will depend upon the section of room that you need to barricade. There are hardware
mounted and pressure mounted gates, straight, and multiple panel. Gates come with metal, plastic, wood
bars or steel mesh materials inside of the frames. They also have models with a small door so that smaller
pets can come and go at their leisure while larger dogs are remaining sequestered. Each style offers differing
cost, durability, weight and aesthetics.
Many freestanding gates come with sections that can be configured into pens as well as dividing areas.
Pens come in metal, wood, plastic, fabric and offer the versatility to be moved throughout the house while
creating different shapes and sizes. Travel dog pens are available that are often made of fabric, have tent
style protection from sun, and are easy to fold. Always select one that has adequate ventilation.
Quick Shopping tips
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● Freestanding

gates work well for apartment use, because they can easily be moved or stored.

● Tall

pet gates often come with walk through gates for humans. If you have a strong forceful dog, choose a
tall gate that is installed by attaching it to a wall. If your large dog is calm and well mannered, a sturdy
freestanding gate will suffice.
For large openings or close multiple passages, select a gate that has multiple panels. Choosing an
expandable gate increases functionality so that you can cordon off more than one area at a time.
●

● For outdoor

gates, select a gate that is made of strong weather resistant materials.

Hardware Gates
These require installation directly into the doorway or area that you are using them. They usually require
installing a few screws into a solid wood frame.
Stairway gates are designed specifically for stairs and this is accomplished by omitting the bottom support
bar to eliminate tripping hazards. These gates also have the optional ability of only swinging in one
direction.
Pressure Mounted Gates
These gates are also known as adjustable tension dog gates. They do not require tools for installation, and
are easily installed in hallways and doorways. Because they are easily moved, they are not recommended for
the tops of stairs. These are sturdy, but not as sturdy as hardware mounted dog gates.
Freestanding Gates
These are the most versatile because they have the ability to be moved around the house. These are usually
heavier to prevent easy movement or tipping. Freestanding gates come with hinged or sliding sections that
provide adjustment to any sized opening. Do not use them at the top of stairs.
Gate Materials
Plastic – Lighter than wood or metal, these are a less expensive option.
Metal – These gates are made from either steel or aluminum, with steel being heavier than aluminum. Both
come in a variety of colors and styles.
Wood – Depending upon the type of wood and finish, they are strong, and durable enough to last outdoors.
Additionally, they are stylish, attractive, and available in many different finishes.
Before Shopping
● Decide
● Is

upon your budget.

it for indoor or outdoor use?

● Decide

upon wood, metal or plastic.

Before shopping, first measure the width of the openings where you will be using the gate. Take into
consideration the wall, pillar, or door jam on each side. This will assist in deciding upon freestanding,
hardware or pressure mounted styles.
●

● Consider

the size and breed of your dog. Some dogs are born jumpers, and large dogs can easily leap over

short gates.
● Lastly,

consider your agility, height, and what is best for the human in the house.
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As you have learned, gates and pens come in styles, colors, and materials to fit any lifestyle, home, or travel
need. Whether you have a single or multiple pet home, there is a solution available for your gate and pen
needs, happy shopping.
Click the Image to Shop for Gates & Pens
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Food and Water Bowls

It is time to go shopping for your new puppy’s bowls, and it isn’t rocket science or brain surgery, but here
are a couple of tips to ease the process and help you make an informed decision, instead of “Oh look at that
pretty color and flower design.”
Plastic bowls tend to scratch and make it difficult to expel bacteria that grow in the pores, nicks, and
crannies. They can be washed in dishwashers, are lightweight and relatively inexpensive.
●

If deciding on plastic, choose a dishwasher safe, heavy-duty plastic and replace when they begin to show
too much damage. However, these are not recommended due to the bacteria issue and harmful plastic
chemicals.
● Glass

and Ceramic bowls are heavy and less likely to be thrown around, or chewed. Ceramic bowls should
be lead-free dishwasher safe.
Glazed food-quality ceramic bowls are ranked equal to stainless steel in safety. Both are non-porous and
easy to clean.
Stainless Steel bowls usually cost a bit more, but are worth the price. Easy to clean, strong, sanitary, and
hard for puppies to carry in their mouths makes stainless bowls a terrific choice for food and water bowls.
●

● Travel

bowls are portable inexpensive and available in plastic and fabrics.
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Automatic bowls are exactly what the name states. The bowl is automatically filled with food when
empty. If you have to use this type of bowl, it is recommended to purchase a model with a programmable
timed feeder. Dogs should not have all-day access to food.
●

Slow Feeding bowls force dogs to eat slower, thus protecting them from bloat and other digestive issues.
If your dog is prone to bloat, then these bowls will help by slowing their rate of eating.
●

These bowls are designed with obstacles that slow a dogs feeding ability. One effective design has a large
convex shape in the bowl that creates a trench around the perimeter.
● Elevated

bowls are raised above the floor instead of lying flat on the floor. This is accomplished by using
a raised frame or extended mold. These bowls can benefit elderly dogs by helping their posture during
eating and drinking. Research data states that there is a chance that dogs susceptible to bloating are warned
not to use this type of bowl.
Puppies are prone to playing with anything and everything, so purchase a bowl that has some weight to it,
stainless or ceramic will keep them from chewing on their bowls. Nonskid bowls are also available and help
with puppies pushing their bowls around like hockey pucks. As your puppy grows, you will need to
purchase larger bowls.
Click the Image to Shop for Bowls
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Grooming Tools and Supplies

All dogs’ coats and brushes differ, so understand that you may require a few different brushes to service
your dog’s coat to keep it shiny and healthy. It is strongly suggested to discuss grooming techniques with
your dog’s breeder. Breeders are usually equipped with savvy insider tips and techniques specifically for
your breed.
If you are planning to show your dog then you will require extra grooming gear, and a lot more time to
produce show quality results.
Choosing Brushes and Combs
For short smooth coats such as those found on Whippets, Chihuahuas, and Staffordshire Terriers it is
recommended to use a soft to medium bristle brush with short closely spaced bristles, and rubber brushes.
Short wiry coats that you find on Wire Fox Terrier use a firm bristle brush with short closely spaced bristles,
and a slicker brush.
Medium to long coats found on breeds such as Golden Retrievers, Lhasa Apso, and Shih Tzu require the use
of soft to medium bristle brushes with long, medium to wide spaced bristles, a wire pin brush, and a slicker
brush for mats and tangles.
Harsh to medium harsh outer coats that have soft wooly undercoats often found on herding dogs such as
long haired Border Collies, Collies, German Shepherds, and Australian Shepherds require firm bristle
brushes with long, wide spaced bristles, wire pin brushes and a slicker brush for tangles and mats. These
types of coats are referred to as double coats. Dogs with these coats are usually able to endure all types of
weather as the harsh outer coat usually sheds mud and repels rain, while the undercoat insulates them from
cold or heat.
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Delicate coats with thin hair such as those found on Yorkshire Terriers and Maltese with silky coats require
wire pin brushes, and a soft slicker brush for tangles and mats. For delicate and fine coats, select a wire pin
brush that has capped pins.
Dogs with thick outer coats and smooth undercoats should use a wide-spaced wire pin brush.
Choosing Shears
Due to short battery life, cordless shears are not recommended for large breeds. You certainly do not want
your dog running around half-shorn. However, they are quite handy for small dogs and make outdoor
grooming easier.
Multiple guide combs and blades are available on many models, and these prove useful if you own more
than one dog breed. Do not forget lubricating oil and a small cleaning brush to regularly maintenance your
clippers so that you get the longest life possible from them.
Thicker coats require an increase in power, so ask the professionals to recommend a shear for your breeds
coat type, because dogs’ coats vary per breed and individual dog.
Thin coats that require little grooming can use electromagnetic shear, and are usually the least expensive.
Medium to thin coats that require frequent grooming use pivot motor shears that provide more power.
Heavy coats require rotary motor pet clippers powerful enough to shear through thick hair and fur.
Professionals use a rotary gear driven motor that has the ability for quick blade changes.
Learning to groom your dog at home saves time and money, increases the bond and handling ability
between you and your dog, and allows for experimentation with different cuts while having fun. Purchase
only what you need, if your dog is an easy groom dog then it is unnecessary to purchase a huge expensive
grooming kit.
Click the Image to Shop for Grooming Tools
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Veterinarians

You have done the diligence of researching breeds and decided to either adopt or bring home a new puppy
from a breeder. You know that you will need the services of a veterinarian but how do you decide on the
correct veterinarian for you and your dog?
After consulting friends, family, local animal shelters, and local dog clubs, then some other things that
should be considered are these.
Ask the people that you have queried what they do and do not like about their vet.
Is the clinic conveniently located in relation to your home?
Are the office hours convenient?
Will the prices for services fit your budget? Some comparison will need to be done, such as prices on basic
exams, routine vaccinations, and dental work.
What is their vaccination approach? Is it too aggressive and potentially harmful to your dog?
“Does the vet use alternative approaches?”
1. What is the vet’s approach to nutrition?
2. Do they recommend raw foods, cooked foods, or alternatives to dry kibble? A vet that understands and
recommends other alternatives to factory made foods usually understands healthy nutrition. This is
extremely important throughout your dog’s lifetime.
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3. Does the vet use natural products for fleas and ticks?
4. Do they use alternative therapies such as herbal medications?
“Which In-House Services are Available?”
1. Emergency Services? Is the clinic available to handle emergencies at the clinic or in home?
2. House Calls?
3. In House Laboratory Testing?
4. References for Dog Related Help?
5. Grooming?
6. Boarding?
7. Nutrition Counseling?
8. Do they have 24/7 kennel care for overnight procedures or severe illnesses?
Your Visit to the Clinic
1. Is the office waiting room clean? Does it appear well serviced?
2. Is the staff courteous, and helpful?
3. Does the staff take interest in your dog?
4. Are the procedures well organized and the staff adequately trained?
5. Is the kennel area lit well and clean?
6. One other item to consider is your dog’s temperament. If your dog is fearful, anxious, nervous, or
aggressive, is the vet in question patient and tolerant enough to handle your dog with proper care?
You have answered the questions above, narrowed the field, and now the final decision should be
based upon how your intuition during the initial screenings and exams.
- Does your dog act relaxed in the company of the veterinarian?
- Do you think that the vet genuinely cares about your concerns and your dog’s well-being?
- Does he or she have experience and a thorough understanding of your breed?
- Does the veterinarian’s communication skills meet your level of requirement?
- Is your intuitive feeling of the entire operation positive?
If the answer is yes, then you have probably found your veterinarian. Congratulations!
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Importance of Leading as the Alpha Dog
Having the respect from the entire pack and remaining the leader of the pack is the goal for all dog trainers
and owners. Although evidence exists that today's dogs are far removed from wolves, wild dogs still respect
an alpha leader to follow. The facts are that dogs thrive under structure and understanding the rules of
etiquette. If they know that their needs are being met by their alpha leader, they are more relaxed and at
ease.
Alpha dogs possess poise, confidence, bravery, intelligence, and self- control. Additionally they tend to be
affectionate, making them very good pets. An alpha does not have to be overly strong, savage, or large to be
in the power seat. To personify an alpha’s attributes, they tend to hold a keen mental fortitude made up of a
combination of wisdom, intelligence and charisma, or some combination thereof that makes them good
leaders, and allows them to dominate.
Dogs are still the only species that have allowed humans to dominate them. Dogs willingly live with humans
and assist them with their lives. We have all heard the saying, “man’s best friend" since we were children
and of course they are also "women's best friend." This saying truly fits dogs, as they are intelligent enough
to take our orders but can also discern if an owner deserves their respect as the pack leader.
Being the alpha keeps you in charge and respected. This allows living with your dog to be an easier and
healthier arrangement. Knowing your dog will listen when necessary and obey your commands makes life
together less challenging and more rewarding.
Unfortunately, many dog owners abandon their dogs. Complaints are many and vary widely, but common
complaints are that their dog is “untrainable” and that “My dog will not obey commands.” What these dog
owners do not realize is that they have to prove to dogs that they deserve the respect, loyalty, and obedience
from them.
For the entire population of those seemingly non-trainable, hyperactive, house destroying dogs, there is an
owner who was unable to and be the leader of the pack. Sadly, it isn’t that hard to achieve which shows how
neglectful many dog owners are.
Dogs need a leader to follow so they can be taught acceptable social behaviors. They are innocent to
knowing what behaviors are acceptable until they are taught. Without an active leader, they have no
direction and act out their own desires. If they do this and are not disciplined they end up with anti-social
behavior. Dogs that will be living alongside humans must have an owner capable to be the pack-leading
alpha they want to follow.
Start by being a loving alpha and always act from a place of love. Know yourself and your dog. Dogs are
smart and you must prove that you are at a level above and deserve their respect. Begin by learning the
things that your dog does and doesn’t like, his body language, fears, and what makes him happy. Be
consistent with reprimands and love. Good timing will keep your dog from getting confused as to which
behavior is being disciplined, or rewarded. Timing is crucial in dog training.
Being the alpha leader means that you are in control and you maintain this control through the power of
your mental abilities, and not from your physical responses. You are there to gently, but firmly lead your
dog into the correct direction by shaping his behavior. Whether it is in obedience training or socialization,
vigilant and thoughtful leadership will eventually create a pleasant life together as your dog’s leader and
friend.
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The guidelines to establishing a person as an alpha leader is laid out in my book "Alpha Dog, Don't Think,
BE - Alpha Dog - Alpha Dog Training Secrets.” Pick it up today when you purchase your “Breed
Specific” dog-training guide by Paul Allen Pearce.
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Toys

Toys are a necessity for all dogs, and it is up to owners to supply safe fun toys to their dogs. With such a
variety to choose from, how does anybody know what is good, bad or downright ugly? Sticking with natural
products such as rubber is one way to choose correctly, but even then, it must be proven tough and durable
so that your dog is unlikely to choke or ingest pieces of the toy.
Toys satisfy chewing urges, occupy time by preventing boredom, and provide comfort and positive mental
health. They even promote dental care, so there should never be a shortage of toys for your dog to indulge
their compulsions.
Non-food items eaten by dogs are dangerous and can sometimes seriously harm your dog, so it is imperative
to provide high quality and durable chew-toys. Choosing the type of chew-toy will depend upon your dog's
individual preferences and chewing ability, so you may have to go through several to find the most
appropriate. Some super-chewer dogs can destroy a rawhide chew in a fraction of the time as others, so your
dog's prowess and jaw power will dictate the types of chews that you will want to provide.
Beware that sometimes edibles can come apart in large chunks or pieces, thus having the potential to be
swallowed, or possibly choke a dog. For safety reasons, always keep an eye on your dog whenever he is
working away on an edible chew.
Supervise when dogs are playing with squeaky toys, and avoid toys that have dangerous components, such
as eyes that can pop off, string, ribbons and any other item with the potential to be dislodged by chewing.
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Choosing Dog Toys
Check the label on stuffed toys so that the label states the stuffing is not harmful, but be warned all stuffing
is potentially harmful to dog. The child safety label should state safe for children under three years.
- Toys should not be small enough to be swallowed. Match the toy size to your dog’s size.
- Match toys to your dog’s preference. If your dog becomes bored with a toy, discard it in lieu of another
that they can’t do without. Stay stocked up on their favorites.
Distraction Toys
- Toys that can be stuffed and are made of natural rubber occupy hours.
Active Toys
- Tennis balls – discard when becoming worn.
- Very hard natural rubber toys that come in a variety of shapes and sizes work splendidly.
- Rope toys usually knotted on ends.
Comfort Toys
- Soft stuffed toys, but only if dog friendly for your breed. Choose a toy large enough to prevent shaking,
but small enough to carry around if your dog enjoys do so.
- Old towels, t-shirts, or blankets, especially if it carries your odor provide comfort.
Do not allow your dog access to all of the toys at one time. Rotate the toys so that they seem fresh to your
dog, but for their pleasure always keep their favorite available. Rotation will lengthen the time that your dog
finds them intriguing.
Always offer a variety of types, such as a ball, rope, or stuffed.
Use the toys with your dog. Become interactive in playing fetch, tug-o-war, and hide-n-seek. This time
together helps with socialization, mental and physical exercise, and training things such as drop it,
mouthing, and jumping. It promotes the toy as being fun and interesting. It has been proven that dog’s
excitement increases when humans are involved in toy play.
Click the Image to Shop for Toys

CLICK and preview your breed’s specific training guide.
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Puppy Foods Nutrition and Diets
Like humans, dogs have their own nutritional needs to follow and are subject to different theories and
scientific studies as well.
In the beginning, there were wild packs of canines everywhere and they ate anything that they could get
their paws on. Similar to human survival, dogs depended upon meat from kills, grasses, berries, and other
edibles that nature provided. What is the great news? Many millennia later nature is still providing all that
we need.
In history, the Romans wrote about feeding their dogs barley bread soaked in milk along with the bones of
sheep. The wealthy Europeans of the 1800’s would feed their dogs better food than most humans had to eat.
Meat from horses and other dead animals was often rounded up from the streets to recycle as dog food for
the rich estates on the outskirts of cities.
Royalty is legendary for pampering their dogs with all sorts of delicacies from around the world.
Meanwhile, the poor and their dogs had to fend for themselves or starve. Being fed table scraps from a
pauper’s diet was not sufficient to keep a dog healthy, and the humans themselves often had their own
nutrition problems. To keep from starving dogs would hunt rats, rabbits, mice and any other rodent or insect
type creature that they could sink their teeth into. This practice continues today around the globe.
In the mid to late 1800’s a middle class blossomed out of the industrial revolution. This new class with its
burgeoning wealth had extra money to spend and started taking on dogs as house pets. Unwittingly they
created an enterprise out of feeding the suddenly abundant household pets.
Noting that the sailor’s biscuits kept well for long periods, James Spratt began selling his own recipe of hard
biscuits for dogs in London, and shortly thereafter, he took his new product to New York City. It is believed
that he single-handedly started the American dog food business. This places the dog food and kibble
industry at just over 150 years old, and now is an annual multi-billion dollar business.
All the while we know that any farm, feral or other dog that can kill something and eat it will do just that.
Nothing has changed throughout the centuries. Raw meat does not kill dogs, so it is safe to say that raw food
diets will not either. If you are a bit tentative about the idea of raw foods, cooking the meats you serve your
dog is a viable option.
Feeding Your Puppy and Adult Dog
To check if your puppy is having its proper dietary needs met, check to make sure that your puppy is active,
alert, and is showing good bone and muscle development. To understand the correct portion to feed your
dog, ask the breeder to show you the portion that they feed their puppies.
Then observe whether your puppy is quickly devouring their food and then acting as though he wants and
needs more. If so, then increase the portion a little until you find the correct serving. If your puppy is eating
quickly, then begins to nibble, and finally leaves foods in the bowl, then you are over-feeding him.
As you adjust the food portion to less or more; observe whether your puppy is gaining or losing weight so
that you can find the proper portion of food to serve during feeding times. Very active puppies tend to burn
lots of energy and this is one reason that a puppy might need a little extra food in their bowl. The suggested
portions are on the food containers, but this world is not a one-size-fits-all place. Observation and note
keeping is needed to determine the correct portions for you individual dog.
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Many breeders and trainers state that puppies should not leave their mothers until they are at least eight
weeks old. This allows their mother's milk to boost their immunity by supporting antibodies and nutrition
that are needed to become a healthy dog. Around three to four weeks old puppies should begin eating some
solid food in conjunction with their mother's milk. This helps their digestion process begin to adjust to solid
foods making the transition from mother's milk to their new home and foods easier.
Puppies are going to eat four times a day up until about eight weeks. At eight weeks, they can still be fed
four times a day, or you can reduce to three times. Split the recommend daily feeding portion into thirds.
Puppies' nutritional requirements differ from adult dogs so select a puppy food that has the appropriate
balance of nutrients that puppies require. Puppy food should continue to support healthy growth, digestion,
and the immune system. Supplying your growing puppy with the correct amount of calories, protein, and
calcium is part of a well-balanced diet.
When choosing your puppy's feeding times, choose the times that you know will be the best for you to feed
your puppy. Feeding on a regular schedule is one part of over-all consistency that you are establishing for
your puppy to know that as the alpha you are reliably satisfying their needs. After setting the feeding
schedule, remain as close to those times as possible. For example, 7am, around noon, and again at 5pm. An
earlier dinnertime helps your puppy to digest then eliminate before their bedtime.
During the three to six month puppy stage, teething can alter your puppies eating habits. Some pups may not
feel like eating due to pain, so it is your responsibility to remain diligent in your job to provide them all of
their nutritional requirements and confirm that they are eating.
Hint: Soaking their dry food in water for 10-15 minutes before feeding will soften it and make it easier for
your puppy to eat. This avoids suddenly introducing new different softer foods to your puppy and avoids the
unknown consequences.
At six months to a year old, your puppy still requires high quality nutritionally charged foods. Consult your
breeder or veterinarian about the right time to switch to an adult food. Variance exists because some breeds
have a longer puppyhood than others do.
When you switch to an adult food, continue to choose the highest quality food that has a specified meat, and
not only by-products. Avoid unnecessary artificial additives. In many cases, higher quality foods that you
feed your dog allow you to serve smaller portions because more of the food is being used by your dog and
not just flowing through. Fillers are often not digested and this requires feeding your dog larger portions.
Additionally, follow the alpha guideline that states that humans always eat first. This means that the humans
finish their meal entirely and clear the table before feeding their dogs, or feed your dog a couple of hours
before you and your family eat. This establishes and continues the precedence that all humans are above the
dog in the pecking order.
Help Identifying Dog Food Quality
● The first

ingredient, or at a minimum, the second should specify meat or meat meal, NOT by-product.

"What is a by-product?" Unless specified on the label, a by-product can be left over parts from animals
and contain parts of hooves, feet, skin, eyes, or other animal body parts.
●

● Beware

of ingredients that use wording such as animal and meat instead of a specific word such as beef or

chicken.
"Meal" when listed in ingredients is something that has been weighed after the water was taken out, an
example would be chicken meal. This means it has been cooked with a great amount of water reduction
occurring in the process, and thus it is providing more actual meat and protein per weight volume.
●
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As an example, if the dog food package only states "beef" in the ingredients, it refers to the pre-cooking
weight. This means that after cooking, less meat will be present in the food.
A label that states "beef" first then "corn meal" secondly, is stating that the food probably contains a lot
more corn than beef. Corn is not easily digested nor does it offer much in the way of nutrients that are vital
to a dog's health. Furthermore, it has been linked to other health issues, and dogs are not designed to eat
corn and grains in high doses. Try your best to avoid corn, wheat, and soy in your dog's food. The higher
quality more expensive foods are often worth the cost to advance your dog's health.
●

● If

you decide to change dog food formulas or brands, a gradual change over is recommended, especially if
your dog has a sensitive stomach. This is done by mixing some of the old with the new, and then throughout
the week gradually increasing the amount of new.
An example schedule of changing dog foods
Day 1-2 Mix ¼ new with ¾ old foods
Day 2-4 Mix ½ new with ½ old
Day 5-6 Mix ¾ new with ¼ old
Day 7 100% of the new dog food
The Switch - Moving From Puppy to Adult Food
When your puppy is ready to make the switch from puppy to adult dog food, you can follow the same
procedure above, or shorten it to a four to five day switch over. During the switch, be observant of your
dog's stools and health.
If your dog appears not to handle the new food formula then your options are to change the current meat to a
different meat, or try a different formula or brand. Avoid returning to the original puppy food. If you have
any concerns or questions, consult your veterinarian or breeder.

Raw Foods
Let us first remember that our dogs, pals, best friends, comedy actors, were meant to eat real foods such as
meat. Their DNA does not only dictate them to eat dry cereals that were concocted by humans in white lab
coats. These cereals based and meat-by products ingredients may have been keeping our pets alive, but in
many cases not thriving at optimum levels.
There are many arguments for the benefits of real and raw foods. Sure it is more work, but isn’t their health
worth it? It is normal, not abnormal to be feeding your dog, a living food diet; it is believed that it will
greatly boost their immune system and over-all health. A raw food diet is based off pre-dog food diets and is
a return to their wild hunting and foraging days and pre-manmade biscuit foods.
There are different types of raw food diets. There are raw meats that you can prepare at home by freezedrying or freezing that can then be easily thawed to feed your dog, commercially pre-packaged frozen raw
foods, or offering up an entire whole animal. All of these diets take research and careful attention so that
you are offering your dog all that they need, and something that their bodies can easily tolerate. Correct
preparation of raw foods diets needs to be understood, for example, it is suggested that vegetables are cut
into very small pieces or even pureed.
Raw food diets amount to foods that are not cooked or sent through a processing plant. With some research,
you can make a decision on what you think is the best type of diet for your dog. For your dog’s health and
for their optimal benefits it is worth the efforts of your research time to read up on a raw foods diet, a mix of
kibble and raw foods, or raw and cooked foods. All foods, dry, wet, or raw contain a risk, as they can all
contain contaminants and parasites.
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Known benefits are fewer preservatives, chemicals, hormones, steroids, and the addition of fruits and
vegetables into their diet. Physically your dog can have firmer stools, reduced allergies, improved digestion,
healthier coat and skin, and over-all improved health.
Some of the negative attributes are the lack of convenience versus kibble and potential bacterial
contamination. However, dogs are at a lowered risk for salmonella and E. coli than humans are. A dog's
digestive system is more acidic and less prone to such diseases; the greater risk is to the preparer. Many
experts state that the overall risk of a properly prepared raw food diet is minimal.
There is a process named HPP (High Pressure Pasteurization) which most pre-prepared raw food brands
utilize in their processing that does not use heat but eliminates harmful bacteria without killing off good
bacteria.
Rules of thumb to follow for a raw food diet
1. Before switching, make sure that your dog has a healthy gastro-intestinal track.
2. Be smart, and do not leave un-refrigerated meats for prolonged periods.
3. To be safe, simply follow human protocol for food safety. Toss out the smelly, slimy, or the meat and
other food items that just do not seem fit for consumption.
4. Keep it balanced. Correct amount of vitamins and minerals, fiber, antioxidants, and fatty acids. Note any
medical issues your dog has, and possible diet correlations.
5. If switching from bag or can, a gradual switch over between foods is recommended to allow their GI
track to adjust. Use new foods as a treat, and then watch stools to see how your dog is adjusting.
6. Take note of the size and type of bones you throw to your dog. Not all dogs do well with real raw bones
because slivers, splinters, and small parts can become lodged in their digestive tracks. Always provide the
freshest bones possible to dogs. Never give dogs cooked bones.
7. Freezing meats for three days, similar to sushi protocol, can help kill unwanted pathogens or parasites.
8. Remember to be vigilant, and take note of your observations about what is working and not working with
your dog’s food changes. If your dog has a health issue, your veterinarian will thank you for your detailed
note taking.
9. Like us humans, most dogs do well with a variety of foods. There is no one-size-fits-all diet.
10. Before switching over please read about raw foods diets and their preparation, and follow all veterinary
guidelines.
Click the Image to Shop Foods
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Treats
Bonus Information about treats and treating excerpted from my training books.
You are training your puppy and it is going well because your pup is the best dog in the world. Oh yes he is,
everyone knows this to be true. Because of this fact, you want to make sure that you are giving your dog the
right type of treats. Treats are easy, as long as you stay away from the things that aren’t good for dogs, such
as; avocados, onions, garlic, coffee, tea, caffeinated drinks, grapes, raisins, macadamia nuts, peaches, plums,
pits, seeds, persimmons and chocolates.
Dog owners can make treats from many different foods. Treats should always be sized about the dimension
of a kernel of corn. This makes them easy to grab from treat pouches and still flavorful enough for your
hound to desire them.
All a dog needs is a little taste to keep them interested. The kernel size is something that is swiftly eaten and
swallowed, thus not distracting from the training session. A treat is only to provide a quick taste, used for
enticement and reinforcement, not as snack or meal.
When you are outdoors and there are many distractions, treats should be of a higher quality that is coveted
by your pooch. Trainers call it a higher value treat because it is worthy of your dog breaking away from the
activity they are engaged. Perhaps cubes of cheesed or dried and cooked meats will qualify as your dog’s
high value treat.
Make sure you mix up the types of treats by keeping a variety of treats available. Nothing is worse during
training than when your puppy turns his nose up at a treat because he has grown bored of it or holds it to be
of lesser value than his interests hold.
Types of Treats
Human foods that are safe for dogs include most fruits and veggies, cut up meats that are raw or cooked,
yogurt, peanut butter, kibble, and whatever else you discover that your dogs like. Be sure that it is good for
them, in particular their digestive system. Be advised that not all human foods are good for dogs. Please
read about human foods that are acceptable for dogs and observe your dog’s stools when introducing new
treat ideas.
How many times have you heard a friend or family member tell you about some crazy food that their dog
loves? Dogs do love a massive variety of foods; unfortunately, not all of the foods that they think they want
to eat are good for them. Dog treating is not rocket science but it does take a little research, common sense
and paying attention to how your dog reacts after wolfing down a treat.
Many people like to make homemade treats and that is okay, just keep to the rules we just mentioned and
watch what you are adding while having fun in the kitchen. Remember to research and read the list of
vegetables dogs can and cannot eat, and understand that pits and seeds can cause choking and intestinal
issues such as dreaded doggy flatulence. When preparing, first remove any seeds and pits, and clean all
fruits and veggies before slicing them into doggie size treats.
Before purchasing treats, look at the ingredients on the treat packaging and be sure there are no chemicals,
fillers, additives, colors and things that are unhealthy. Some human foods that are tasty to us might not be so
tasty to your dog and he will let you know. Almost all dogs love some type of raw or cooked meats. In tiny
nibble sizes, these treats work great at directing their attention where you want it focused.
Here are some treat ideas:
- Whole grain cereals are good, such as cheerios without sugar added are a good choice.
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- Kibble (dry foods). Put some in a paper bag and boost the aroma factor by tossing in some bacon or
another meat product. Dogs are all about those yummy smell sensations.
- Beef Jerky that has no pepper or heavy seasoning added.
- Carrots, apple pieces, and some dogs even enjoy melons.
- Meats that have been cubed and are not highly processed or salted, these are easy to make at home as well.
You can use cooked left over foods.
- Shredded cheese, string cheese or cubed cheese. Dogs love cheese!
- Cream cheese, peanut butter, or spray cheese. Give your dog a small dollop to lick for every proper
behavior. These work well when training puppies to ring a bell to go outside for elimination.
- Baby food meat products, they certainly don’t look yummy to us, but dogs adore them.
- Ice Cubes, but if your dog has dental problems, proceed cautiously.
- Commercial dog treats, but use caution, there are loads of them on the market. Look for those that do not
have preservatives, by products, or artificial colors. Additionally, take into consideration the country of
origin.
Never feed or treat your four-legged friend from the dining table, because you do not want to teach that
begging actions are acceptable. When treating, give treats far from the dinner table or from areas that people
normally gather to eat such as by the BBQ.
Time to Treat
The best time to issue dog treats is between meals. Treating too close to meal times makes all treats less
effective, so remember this when planning your training sessions. If during training you need to refocus
your dog back into the training session, keep a high value treat in reserve.
Obviously, if your dog is full from mealtime he will be less likely to want a treat reward than if a bit hungry.
If your dog is not hungry, your training sessions will likely be more difficult and far less effective. This is
why it is a good idea to reward correct actions with praise, play, or toys, and not to rely exclusively on
treats.
- Love and attention are considered rewards and is certainly positive reinforcement that can be just as
effective as an edible treat. Dog treating is comprised of edibles, praise, and attention. Engaging in play or
allowing some quality time with their favorite rope toy is also effective and at times, these rewards are
crucial to dog training.
- Do not give your dog a treat without asking for an action first. Say, “sit” and after your dog complies
deliver the treat. This reinforces your training and their obedience.
- Avoid treating your dog when he is over stimulated and running amuck in an unfocused state of mind. This
can be counterproductive and might reinforce a negative behavior resulting in the inability to get your dog’s
attention.
- Due to their keen sense of smell, they will know long before you could ever know that there is a tasty
snack nearby, but keep it out of sight. Issue your command and wait for your dog to obey before presenting
the reward. Remember when dog treating, it is important to be patient and loving, but it is equally important
not to give the treat until your dog obeys.
- Some dogs have a natural gentleness to them and always take from your hand gently, while other dogs
need some guidance to achieve this. If your dog is a bit rough during treat grabbing, go ahead and train the
command “gentle!” when giving treats. Be firm from this point forward. Give no treats unless they are
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gently taken from your hand. Remain steadfast with your decision to implement this, and soon your pup will
comply if he wants the tasty treat.
Bribery vs. Reward Dog Treating
The other day a friend of mine mentioned bribing for an action that he had commanded. I thought about it
later and thought I would clarify for my readers. Bribery is the act of offering the food visually in advance
so that the dog will act out a command or alter a behavior. Reward is giving your dog his favorite toy, treat,
love, or affection after he has performed the commanded action.
An example of bribery would happen when you want your dog to come, and before you call your dog, you
hold a cube of steak for them to see. Reward would be giving your dog the steak after they have obeyed the
come command. Never show the treats before issuing commands.
Bribed dogs learn to comply with your wishes only when they see food. The rewarded dog realizes that they
only receive rewards after performing the desired actions. This also assists by introducing non-food items as
rewards when training and treating.
Click the Image to Shop
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Identification

Be sure that each of your different dog collars has identity tags attached to them and for extra preventive
measures; you can have your dog micro chipped. The standard ID tag has saved many a dog and master
from long worried nights. The only thing to remember is to check that they are securely fastened and
legible.
Even if your dog has a microchip, your dog should have an ID tag attached to his collar. This is so that
anyone who finds a dog can return them instead of handing them over to animal control; know that they
have a microchip, and that they have a loving owner.
Facts about Microchips
Passive microchips are inserted under a dog’s skin, usually between a dogs shoulder blade. A microchip is
about the size of a grain of rice, and has a lifespan around twenty-five years. It can be scanned to retrieve
the information contained inside. It is passive, meaning that it does not contain a power source so you don’t
have to be concerned about battery leakage and wave emissions.
● Microchips

are fixed under a dog’s skin.

● They are not
● Chips

do not contain batteries.

● They react
● Cost

GPS devices.

to radio wave signals initiated by scanners.

is about 10-100 dollars.

Keep the dog’s microchip manufacturer and number in a safe place for reference. When your dog is
chipped, you should receive a certificate with this information on it. Additionally, an ID tag should be
●
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issued for your dog’s collar that states the manufacturer and microchip number. This enables any
organization to know the dog is chipped.
The scanner is the crucial component for reading chips. A universal scanner should be able to read the
data, but this has proven not to be the case. The new universal scanners claim they can read chips by
manufactures such as Avid, HomeAgain and the chips provided by the American Kennel Club.
●

● Databases

are kept by Avid, PetTrac, AKC Companion Animal Recovery and others such as RFID-USA.

The issue with this is instead of a national directory the information is spread out making it difficult to find.
This reason is why having the chip manufacturer tag on your dog’s collar is important.
Tips
- Ask your local shelter which type of microchip they use, and then ask the implanter to use that type in your
dog.
- Do not forget to update your personal information changes.
- If you move, do not forget to check which type of microchip the new local shelter uses. It is possible for
you to ask your chip manufacturer to donate a scanner to your local shelter.
Click to Shop Microchips

CLICK and preview your breed’s specific training guide.
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How to Clean House-Soiling Stains and Smells
Your dog did a naughty on the tile, or worse the carpet. You know from reading how important erasing all
signs of their mess is, and the CSI television detectives have taught you to use bleach, and other items.
Unfortunately, bleach on colored fabrics has horrific results. Some people suggest plain old carpet cleaners,
but those don’t do the job, so I am including some helpful tips to aid you when erasing the “bad dog deeds”
around your household.
Obviously, the best cleaner is training your dog not to eliminate inside, but your dog is still a puppy learning
the rules and bladder control. Because of this, it is imperative to eradicate all signs of any indoor housesoiling accidents so that no scent marker is available to signal to them “Hey, pee and poop here on this
spot.”
What is urine comprised? Urine is a combination of uric acid, hormones, nitrogen, bacteria and ammonia.
The uric acid is the culprit for creating the lingering smell even after you have cleaned it up.
Throughout the cleaning process, avoid stepping in the area. To keep your pets out of the area, section it off
by using your dog pen or gate.
Cleaning Urine from Carpets and Rugs
1. Immediately blot up the urine by using light colored cloth rags or paper towels. Avoid scrubbing, it is not
necessary and you can damage the materials or push the mess into the carpet pad.
2. Pour plain water over the entire wet area, and then repeat step one until there is no more yellow showing
on your rag.
3. Apply a cleaner designed for either pet mess eradication, homemade, or enzyme. Do not use carpet
cleaners.
4. Continue blotting until the spot is almost dry, and then allow it to air dry. Avoid walking on the area until
it is dry.
5. If the stain or smell remains after drying then repeat steps three and four.
Tip: Pet formulated cleaners contain specific enzymes and bacteria for effectively removing staining and
odor without damaging carpets and rugs. Instead of masking the odor, these products attack the odor causing
bacteria’s.
Natural Cleaning Agents
Below are some alternative cleaning agents to substitute for step number three.
- Baking soda can be sprinkled over the entire wet area then allowed to dry for a few hours before
vacuuming.
- Use undiluted white vinegar to soak the entire area, wait 5-10 minutes, and then blot dry.
- First test your fabrics reaction to hydrogen peroxide in an out of the way spot. Combine one part hydrogen
peroxide and two parts water to a mixture, and then pour over the area. Afterward, do nothing for 5-10
minutes, and then blot dry.
Cleaning Feces & Other Messes from Carpets and Rugs
Hard poops do not usually pose a problem and are easy to clean; seldom leaving a trace behind, but those
irritating softies are often a different story.
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For poop stains on carpets and rugs
1. First blot the stain left behind from the solid, and then gently blot the area using a damp rag or paper
towel.
2. Next, apply a cleaner either designed for pet mess eradication, homemade, or enzymes. Do not use carpet
cleaners.
3. Finally, continue blotting until the spot is almost dry, and then allow it to air dry. Avoid walking on the
area until it is dry.
Tip: For vomit or diarrhea first scoop up as much solid and viscous parts of the mess as possible. A plastic
dustpan, spatula or cardboard piece can assist. Take care not to smash the mess down into the carpet pad or
rug. Then follow steps 2-4 under urine clean up.
Sometimes the steps need to be repeated numerous times, but eventually the stain and evidence will
disappear. Patience and self-control is needed to avoid scrubbing the mess deeper into the carpet or rug
causing possible damage.
Wood Flooring
House-soiling accidents are just as likely to occur on wood floors just as on tile, rugs, and carpets.
Throughout the process, avoid stepping in the area. To keep your pets out of the area, section it off by using
your dog pen or gate.
1. Immediately thoroughly blot up the urine.
2. Sprinkle baking soda over the entire soiled area and out into the perimeter. Let stand for approximately 812 hours.
3. Using suction only, vacuum the area. Do not use any brush attachments that might harm your wood.
4. First, in an out of the way area, test the solution on your wood floor. In a 1:1 ratio, combine white vinegar
and water. Dampen your rag with the solution and wipe the soiled area.
5. Wipe the area with clean water and thoroughly dry afterwards.
If the vinegar and water does not work on your dog’s urine, in the future switch to a specific house-soiling
cleaner for pets. *It is a good idea to test on a small spot to find out how the varnish on your wood reacts to
the cleaner.
Tip: Stubborn odors sometime require an extra treatment. Cover the area with kitty litter, place a cardboard
box over it and then let it stand 8-12 hours to absorb the odor.
Click the Image to Shop

CLICK and preview your breed’s specific training guide.
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Puppy Proof Sprays
Nothing exists that puppies will not try to mouth and chew. A few examples are furniture, baseboards,
shoes, carpets, rugs, and of course telephone and electrical wires. As you can see puppy proofing a house is
a lot of work, which is why crate, chewing and house-training are so important to teach puppies early and
effectively.
Find out more about “Solving Chewing” inside my breed specific training books.
“Yuck, what’s that taste?”
A spray that is bitter to puppies and repels their mouths from furniture and other items is an easy quick
solution. If you choose to use a bitter spray, consider it a temporary fix while you are teaching your dog the
chewing rule that states, “Puppies are allowed to chew only their own toys, and there are no exceptions.”
Chewing can be harmful to puppies and destroy human property. Below are some homemade bitter spray
concoctions that are safe and effective. Shake well before using.
Lemon
Combine lemon juice and white vinegar in a 2:1 ratio using two parts lemon juice and one part white
vinegar. Shake up the concoction and spray where needed. As a bonus, this adds a nice lemony aroma to
your house.
Apple
Combine apple cider vinegar and white vinegar in a 2:1 ratio using two parts apple cider vinegar and one
part white vinegar. Shake up the concoction and spray where needed.
Tip: Try some cayenne pepper on the surface of something your dog relishes chewing. Reapply as needed.
Powder only can be applied to the item, or try 2 teaspoons cayenne pepper to one quart of water, spray
where necessary. Be sure that puppies are not around to receive spray into their eyes or nose.
The sooner puppies are trained that chewing is not tolerated the easier owners lives become and the less
restricted theirs will become. They will be able to explore outside of their crates and pens broadening their
experiences and easing owners’ stress caused from worrying about chewing puppies.
Always supply your puppy with ample numbers of safe chew-toys. At least one should always be inside a
puppy’s crate, and available to your puppy at all times.
Click the Image to Shop

-- Excerpted from my No Brainer Dog Trainer breed specific training books series.
FREE - How to Puppy Proof Your Home CLICK HERE
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Click Image to Shop Gates
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Summary

This wraps up the “14 Essential Items that All Puppies Need” so that their owners can properly train and
care for them. I hope that this guide proves to be a useful and a valuable resource for living with your puppy
now and in your future purchases.
Love and patience are two important essentials that every pet owner needs to use in daily living with a new
puppy, and I would add them to the list of fourteen to make the total sixteen.
I strive to present effective training guides and dog related materials that provide positive results instead of
fluff.
Puppies offer years of joy and companionship. Please do your best to be a true alpha leader who provides
everything that your puppy requires throughout his lifetime. Kindness, and play are free and go a long way
to improving a puppies life, so please use them liberally.
Please – be smart at this time and consider what the cost is for delivering a command that falls upon your
dog’s unresponsive ears and leads to Bugsy chasing a cat across a busy street, where a large delivery truck
behind on schedule is racing a deadline. You and your kids standing yelling “Bugsy Come” “Bugsy No”
“Bugsy Stop,” but Bugsy continues rushing full speed into the traffic. No matter who is at fault, the driver
can’t stop and Bugsy is injured or worse when the truck hits him or best-case scenario escapes unscathed
from serious injury leaving your family shaking.
The scenario above is something that I don’t want your family to have to experience and you can avoid by
training your puppy the correct way beginning from the car ride home.
Before you take matters into your own hands and train your puppy your way.
Consider Professional Training Help by reading your breeds training book and gleaning what the pro’s
do. Go here and select your breeds training book, click, and purchase in either paperback or eBook format.
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Reading your dog’s Training Book before you bring him or her home is the BEST way to do the correct
things first so that you don’t have to fix negative behaviors later.
Warm Wishes
~ Paul Allen Pearce
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BONUS CHAPTER
Socialization
This chapter is partially excerpted from the “Think Like a Dog ~ but Don’t Eat Your Poop!” dog training
guide series.
Below this chapter - select your breed – “CLICK on the name” and preview your breed’s specific training
guide.
Everyone reads or hears socialization mentioned when researching about dogs. What is the reason for
socialization? When is the best time to socialize a shiny new puppy? Does it have to do with getting along
well with other dogs and people, or is there more to it? Do I let my puppy loose with other puppies, just sit
back, and watch? These and many more questions are often asked, so let me provide the answers.
Dog socialization is for your dog to learn and maintain acceptable behaviors in any situation, especially
when the dog or puppy does not want too. The goal is for your dog to learn how to interact with any normal
experience that occurs in life without becoming overly stimulated, fearful, reactive or aggressive. No matter
what the circumstance; your dog should be able to go with the flow, keep centered and remain calm. Proper
socialization of your puppy is a crucial part of preparing him for the rest of his life.
Exposures to the many things we think are normal are not normal to our little puppies or adult dogs.
Mechanical noises such as lawnmowers, car horns, blenders, coffee machines, dishwashers, stereos,
televisions, garbage trucks, and other similar items make noises that dogs have to adjust too. Beyond
mechanical noises are living creatures represented by other household pets, strange dogs, cats and critters in
the yard such as gophers, rabbits, squirrels, and birds. Then dogs must become accustom to family
members, friends, neighbors and of course the dreaded strangers.
All of the things mentioned above and more are new to most six-week-old puppies arriving at your house,
so immediately begin the gradual introduction to these items and living creatures from arrival.
Continually remain alert to your puppy's reactions and willingness to either dive forward or withdrawal, and
never force him or her to interact with things they do not wish too. Proceed at their pace by presenting the
interaction and then observing their willingness of participation.
When strangers approach your pup do not allow them to automatically reach out and touch, leave a little
space and time for your puppy's reaction to be observed, and then you can grant or deny permission based
upon you and your puppy's intuition. We all know that many people fail to ask permission before reaching
for dogs that are strange to them, so it is your job to instruct them in the proper interaction process.
Socialization Summary Goals
- Learning to remain calm when the world is buzzing around them.
- Exposure in a safe manner to the environment that will encompass his or her world, including the rules
and guidelines that accompany it.
- Learning to respond to commands when they do not want too. For example, in the midst of a tail chasing
session with a fellow puppy, or while stalking an irresistible squirrel.
Let us begin by looking at how a puppy’s social development process is played out from puppy to
adulthood.
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The first phase of socialization begins as early as 3 weeks and lasts to approximately 12 weeks, during this
time puppies discover that they are dogs and begin to play with their littermates. Survival techniques that
they will use throughout their lives, such as biting, barking, chasing, and fighting, begin to be acted out.
Concurrently during this time-period, puppies experience big changes socially and physically. Learning
submissive postures and taking corrections from their mother along with interactions with their littermates
begin to teach them about hierarchies. Keeping mother and puppies together for at least 7 weeks tends to
increase their ability to get along well with other dogs and learn more about themselves and the
consequences of their actions, such as the force of a bite on their brothers and sisters.
Between the ages of 7-12 weeks, a period of rapid learning occurs and they learn what humans are, and
whether to accept them as safe. This is a crucial period, and has the greatest impact on all future social
behavior.
This is the time we begin teaching puppies the acceptable rules of conduct. Take note that they have a short
attention span and physical limitations. This is the easiest period to get your puppy comfortable with new
things, and the chance to thwart negative behavioral issues that can stem from improper or incomplete
socialization.
The sad reality is that behavioral problems are the greatest threat to the owner-dog relationship and the
number one cause of death to dogs under 3 years of age. It is your responsibility to mentor your dog so a
problem does not arise, and that shouldn’t be difficult because you adore your pup and enjoy being in his
company.
From birth, puppies should be exposed to handling and manipulation of body parts, and exposure to
different people, places, situations, and other well-socialized animals. Encourage your puppies exploring,
curiosity and investigation of different environments. Games, toys, and a variety of surfaces and structures
such as, rock, dirt, tile, concrete, pavement, tunnels and steps are all things to expose your puppy too. This
exposure should continue into adulthood and beyond. This aids in keeping your dog sociable instead of shy,
and capable of confronting different terrains.
Enrolling your puppy in classes before 3 months of age is an outstanding avenue to improving socialization,
training and strengthening the bond between you and your puppy. You can begin socialization classes as
early as 7-8 weeks. The recommendation is that your puppy has received at least one set of vaccines and a
de-worming seven days prior to starting the first class. At his time, puppies are still not out of harm’s way
from all diseases, but the risk is relatively low because of primary vaccines, good care and mother’s milk
immunization.
It is important for your puppy to be comfortable playing, sleeping, or exploring alone. Schedule alone play
with toys and solo naps in their crate or other safe areas that they enjoy. This teaches them to entertain
themselves, and not become overly attached or have separation issues from their owners’ absence. Getting
them comfortable with their crate is also beneficial for travel and to use as their safe area.
Two phases of fear imprinting occur in your growing puppy’s life. A fear period is a stage during which
your puppy may be more apt to perceive certain stimuli as threatening.
During these two periods, any event your puppy thinks is traumatic can leave a lasting effect, possibly
forever. The first period is from 8-11 weeks and the second is between 6-14 months of age. During these
periods, you will want to keep your puppy clear of any frightening situations, but you will find that often
difficult to determine. A simple item such as a chrome balloon on the floor could possibly scare the
“bejeebers” out of your little pup. However, socialization continues and overcoming fears is part of that
process so remain aware of what frightens your pup and work towards overcoming it.
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There is no one-size-fits-all in knowing what your puppy finds fearful. Becoming familiar with canine body
language can help you diagnose your pups fear factor. The second period often reflects the dog becoming
more reactive or apprehensive about new things. Larger breeds sometimes have an extended second period.
Keep a few things in mind when seeking play dates for help with socializing your puppy. A stellar puppy
class will have a safe mature dog for the puppies to learn boundaries and other behaviors. When making
play dates, puppies should be matched by personality and play styles. Games such as retrieve or drop help to
curb possessive behaviors as well as to help them learn to give up unsafe or off limits items so that the item
can be taken out of harm’s way. Another important lesson during play is for puppies to learn to come back
to their human while engaged in a play session. Your dog should be willingly dependent upon you and look
to you for guidance.
Teach mature easily stimulated dogs to relax before they are permitted to socialize with others. If you have
an adult dog that enjoys flying solo, do not force him into situations. Teach your dogs and puppies less
aroused play and encourage passive play. This includes play that does not encompass dominance, mouthing
or biting other puppies.
If you have rough play happening between multiple dogs or puppies then interrupt the rough housing by
frequently calling them to you and rewarding their attention. The attention then is turned to you. To
dissuade mouthing contact, try to interject toys into the play. As they mature, elevated play can lead to
aggression…con’t
Below this chapter - select your breed – “CLICK on the name” and preview your breed’s specific training
guide.
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Dog Training Guides A – C
Reading your dog’s Training Book before you bring him or her home is the BEST way to do the correct
things first so that you don’t have to fix negative behaviors later.
Below is a list of dog training guides by breed. Please find your breed, click on it, PREVIEW inside the
guide, and BUY it today in paperback or eBook format.
If for any reason the link does not work, you can find your breed HERE, or contact us at
NewDogTimes.com/Contact.

CliCK a Dog Breed to “LOOK INSIDE” the Training Guide!
Affenpinscher
Afghan Hound
Airedale Terrier
Alaskan Husky
Alaskan Klee kai
Alaskan Malamute
Alpha Dog, Don’t THiNK, Be Alpha Dog!
American Akita
American Cocker Spaniel
American Eskimo Dog
American Hairless
American Pit Bull
American Spitz
American Staffordshire Terrier
American Water Spaniel
Anatolian Shepherd
Australian Cattle Dog
Australian Kelpie
Australian Koolie
Australian Shepherd
Australian Silky Terrier
Australian Stumpy Tailed
Australian Terrier
Austrian Pinscher
Azawakh
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Basenji
Basset Hound
Beagle
Bearded Collie
Bedlington Terrier
Belgian Sheepdog
Bergamasco Shepherd
Bernese Mountain Dog
Beauceron
Bichon Frise
Black and Tan Coonhound
Black Labrador Retriever
Black Russian Terrier
Bloodhound
Blue Heeler
Bluetick Coonhound
Border Collie Border
Border Terrier
Borzoi
Boston Terrier
Bouviere des Flandres
Boxer
Boykin Spaniel
Bracco Italiano
Briard
British Bulldog
Brittany Spaniel
Bull Terrier
Bulldog
Bullmastiff
Cairn Terrier
Canaan Dog
Canadian Eskimo Dog
Cardigan Welsh Corgi
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Catahoula Cur
Catahoula Leopard Dog
Catalan Sheepdog
Caucasian Mountain Dog
Caucasian Shepherd
Cavachon
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel
Cavapoo
Cavoodle
Chihuahua
Chinese Crested
Chiweenie
Chocolate Lab
Chorkie
Chow Chow
Christian Dog Training
Clumber Spaniel
Cocker Spaniel
Collie
Coonhound
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Dog Training Guides D – F
Below is a list of dog training guides by breed. Please find your breed, click on it, PREVIEW inside the
guide, and BUY it today in paperback or eBook format.
If for any reason the link does not work, you can find your breed HERE, or contact us at
NewDogTimes.com/Contact.
CliCK a Dog Breed to “LOOK INSIDE” the Training Guide!
Dachshund
Dalmatian
Dandie Dinmont Terrier
Danish-Swedish Farmdog
Deerhound
Dingo
Doberman Pinscher
English Bulldog
English Cocker Spaniel
English Foxhound
English Mastiff
English Setter
English Springer Spaniel
Eskimo Spitz
Fila Brasileiro
Flat-Coated Retriever
French Bulldog
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Dog Training Guides G - I
Below is a list of dog training guides by breed. Please find your breed, click on it, PREVIEW inside the
guide, and BUY it today in paperback or eBook format.
If for any reason the link does not work, you can find your breed HERE, or contact us at
NewDogTimes.com/Contact.
CliCK a Dog Breed to “LOOK INSIDE” the Training Guide!
German Shepherd
German Shorthaired Pointer
German Spitz
German Wirehaired Pointer
Giant Schnauzer
Glen of Imaal Terrier
Golden Pyrenees
Golden Retriever
Goldendoodle
Gordon Setter
Great Dane
Great Pyrenees
Greyhound
Havanese
Irish Setter
Irish Terrier
Irish Water Spaniel
Irish Wolfhound
Irish Water Spaniel
Italian Mastiff
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Dog Training Guides J - L
Below is a list of dog training guides by breed. Please find your breed, click on it, PREVIEW inside the
guide, and BUY it today in paperback or eBook format.
If for any reason the link does not work, you can find your breed HERE, or contact us at
NewDogTimes.com/Contact.
CliCK a Dog Breed to “LOOK INSIDE” the Training Guide!
Jack Russell Terrier
Japanese Akita Inu
Japanese Chin
Karelian Bear Dog
Keeshond
Kerry Blue Terrier
Korthals Griffon
Kuvasz
Labradooodle
Labrador Retriever
Lagotto Romagnolo
Lakeland Terrier
Lhasa Apso
Louisiana Cur
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Dog Training Guides M - O
Below is a list of dog training guides by breed. Please find your breed, click on it, PREVIEW inside the
guide, and BUY it today in paperback or eBook format.
If for any reason the link does not work, you can find your breed HERE, or contact us at
NewDogTimes.com/Contact.
CliCK a Dog Breed to “LOOK INSIDE” the Training Guide!
Maltese
Maremma Sheepdog
Mexican Hairless
Miniature Bull Terrier
Miniature Pinscher
Miniature Schnauzer
Neapolitan Mastiff
New Guinea Singing Dog
Newfoundland
Norwegian Elkhound
Norwich Terrier
Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retrievers
Old English Sheepdog
Olde English Bulldogge
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Dog Training Guides P – R
Below is a list of dog training guides by breed. Please find your breed, click on it, PREVIEW inside the
guide, and BUY it today in paperback or eBook format.
If for any reason the link does not work, you can find your breed HERE, or contact us at
NewDogTimes.com/Contact.
CliCK a Dog Breed to “LOOK INSIDE” the Training Guide!
Papillon
Pekingese
Pembroke Welsh Corgi
Peruvian Inca Orchid
Pomeranian
Poodle
Portuguese Water Dog
Pug
Puggle
Puli
Pyrenean Mastiff
Pyrenean Mountain Dog
Pyrenean Shepherd
Red Heeler
Rhodesian Ridgeback
Rottweiler
Rough Collie
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Dog Training Guides S- Z
Below is a list of dog training guides by breed. Please find your breed, click on it, PREVIEW inside the
guide, and BUY it today in paperback or eBook format.
If for any reason the link does not work, you can find your breed HERE, or contact us at
NewDogTimes.com/Contact.
CliCK a Dog Breed to “LOOK INSIDE” the Training Guide!
Saint Bernard
Saluki
Samoyed
Scottish Deerhound
Scottish Terrier
Scottie
Shar-Pei
Sheltie -- Shetland Sheepdog
Shiba Inu
Shih Tzu
Siberian Husky
Smooth Coat Fox Terrier
Smooth Collie
Soft Coated Wheaten
Staffordshire Bull Terrier
Staffy / Staffie
Standard Schnauzer
Sussex Spaniel
Swedish Vallhund
Swiss Mountain Dog
Thai Ridgeback
Tibetan Mastiff
Toy Fox Terrier
Vizsla
Weimaraner
West Highland White Terrier
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Westie
Whippet
Wire Fox Terrier
Wirehaired Pointing Griffon
Xoloitzcuintle
Yorkie
Yorkshire Terrier
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Other Books
“Think Like a Dog, but Don’t Eat Your Poop!”
Breed specific dog training series
“Alpha Dog, Don’t Think, BE - Alpha Dog
Alpha Dog Training Secrets”
“No Brainer Dog Trainer”
Breed specific dog training series for new puppy owners
Do not forget to download your free New Dog Starter Guide that includes helpful dog information and
handy training charts so that you can track your puppy’s progress.
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About the Author

Paul Allen Pearce is the author of many breed specific dog-training books.
“Dog training is my passion. I love dogs, animals, and the wonders of nature. It is easy to write about your
passion and share what you have learned and discovered.
I hope that my readers enjoy and learn from what I have written and improve their dog relationships. My
past explorations throughout twenty countries and states helped me to broaden my perspective regarding
animal behavior and treatment. Let us all be kind to animals, not only dogs.”
Visit me at NewDogTimes
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Legal Disclaimer:
The author of “Puppy Training Stuff - The 14 Puppy Essentials” Paul Allen Pearce is in no way responsible
at any time for the action of your pet, not now or in the future. Animals, without warning, may cause injury
to humans and/or other animals. Paul Allen Pearce is not responsible for attacks, bites, mauling, nor any
other viciousness or any and all other damages. We strongly recommend that you exercise caution for the
safety of self, the animal, and all around the animals while working with your dog.
We are not liable for any animal or human medical conditions or results obtained from training or any of the
items mentioned inside this guide. While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this
publication, neither the author nor the publisher assume any responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary
interpretation of the subject matter contained herein. The publisher and author assume no responsibility or
liability whatsoever on the behalf of any purchaser or reader of the material provided. The owner of said
dog training guide assumes any, and all risks associated with the methodology described inside this essential
items guidebook.
The producers of this book have embedded affiliate links and images within the eBook for the purpose of
product shopping. If a sale is made from using these links then potentially the books producers could make a
small percentage of income. The readers of this material are under no obligation to purchase or are restricted
to purchasing the products displayed in the inserted images or any of the products on the pages where the
links land.

NEXT UP
Your FREE

New Dog Training Jump Start Guide
Scroll Down, Read, Learn, Train and Enjoy!
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Are you a Special Person?

I believe that you are because you are part of the top 1% of dog owners who will actually take the additional
steps needed to train your dog in the best possible way, using the best possible means, to get the best life
experience and relationship with – your - dog - EVER! It is a good thing too, because it takes a special
person like yourself to know that you need to know more than you do now in order to get the best of best
results from training your new dog.

Here’s to you Special Person – Cheers!
Your Dog Will Love You For What You Are About To Discover!
Jump Starting the Jump Starting

Content Introduction:
There are three Major sections in this New Dog Jump Start Guide. All three are essential for helping you to
achieve the best results while training your dog, using the most simple, practical, result oriented methods
possible. Additionally, by having the best knowledge, skills, mental, and physical tools that you WILL
NEED for things to go as smooth as possible, all while you are having the best time possible while training
your new puppy, adult, or rescue dog.

Links, Special Offers and Resources:
Please take advantage of our resources and links when we offer them, SURE we may make a small
commission, and the truth is that you do not have to use our links either, but why NOT spread the love?
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First Step
In this first-steps section, we will be covering a few great things to know, well…first.

1. Training Attitude
The best mindset for you to have at all times during training is the calm, confident, happy go lucky; I know
that I am in charge attitude. If you are not in that mindset, do not begin a training session. Instead, go take a
nap, re-nourish or re-negotiate that last thing that caused you to be in a bad mood. Hey, we all have bad
moods, but it is the wrong time to train dogs. It is better to be at the park with a bright orange Frisbee™
playing and relaxing, than training while in a bad mood.

2. Natural Dog Behavior (Natural Dogmanship)
Yes dogmanship, in short it means to “Think Like a Dog, but Don’t Eat Your Poop!” The long version a
bit lower in this guide is, well…longer. However, the second most critical thing to learn is how to
communicate in dog language while you are training your dog, and here you thought we were just trying to
be cute with our titling.

3. Dog Obedience and Dog Behavior
Their differences, similarities and the importance to know which is which, when training your dog. When I
learned this a few years back, I thought to myself “Oh, I guess that I DO need to LEARN THIS.” Trust me
please, not only is it more interesting THAN-me, but it is very important to understand these two things
clearly and how to use each one while training your dog.

Second Step
All the Questions That You Have Now – Answered
Let’s not get ahead of ourselves and celebrate too early.
Instead, first read it all with our fun, dog loving positive mindsets.
This section is designed specifically for answering all of the questions you now have, had yesterday, and
will have before you go to sleep tonight. Questions about your new puppy, how to train her, and the skills
and tools you will need to rock your new puppy’s socks off. In fact, her socks are already knocked off. If
you don’t believe me, go check to see if she is wearing any socks… Still here, go ahead and check.
Welcome back, now you can read THEE MOST POWERFUL SECTION in this guide that is about new
puppies, which provides answers to questions that new dog owners have BEFORE they begin training their
puppies.
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Third Step
Resources to Help!
- Information Links Dog Breeds and Selection
Adopting
Rescue
Bark Charts
Dog Body Language Diagrams
Video Link
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First Step
Training Attitude
I put this New Dog Training Guide together as an answer to my many reader’s inquiries through social
media and direct email. Although I touch on some of this in my books, I realized more in depth information
would be helpful to a great many people. Please feel free to contact me with more questions that you have
and I will continue to address them both through email and by putting together these helpful tutorials, blog
posts, and social media.
Humans know that you can achieve more with a smile and kindness than with using a frown and harsh
words. This same dynamic applies to dog training.
“How do I prepare my mind for a training session?”
A few easy to remember mindset rules to establish before training your puppy are these.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

You are not exceedingly tired.
You will not rush training sessions.
You are not pressed for time.
Not in a bad mood.
You are relaxed.
You are confident, calm, cool, and collected.
Even when flustered you can maintain your composure and physical reactions.
You are excited to spend time with your puppy.
You are able to smile and laugh at yourself and your dog.

Always, remain patient with your dog and do not force changes. Work gradually and slowly. Life is much
easier for your dog if you are in charge, leading, and providing for his needs. Leading as the alpha assists in
the act of working together with your dog towards the goal of understanding the rules of conduct and
obedience
An effective incentive is to make everything you do seem fun. Always refrain from forcing your puppy to
do anything they do not want to do. Highly prized treats are usually a great incentive to do something, and
you will find that a fun, pleasant, friendly, happy, vocal tone combined with the treats will be ample reward
for good behaviors and command compliance. Other rewards are praise, toys, petting, and games.

Natural Dog Behavior (Dogmanship)
The art of dogmanship has been described as a partnership of species in which instinct and intuition are
utilized over logical thought to enable work in collaboration. Humans need to be flexible and responsive,
and able not only to lead, but also to follow. Humans need to open their sensory awareness and place high
importance upon nonverbal communications.
It is defined further as understanding how dogs communicate with one another in their own canine language
and being able to communicate with dogs in that language. When you understand some or most of the
techniques dogs use to communicate with each other you can apply it when communicating with dogs.
To do this you have to be able to isolate your human emotions and put the needs of the dog at the forefront.
When a dog is born into this world, environmental and genetic factors will effect that dog’s behavior.
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Additionally they have behaviors coded into their DNA that dictates their inherent canine behaviors. In dogto-dog communication, every movement, growl, and gesture has a meaning. This can be extremely subtle in
action and difficult for humans to see and interpret.
Although dogs are intelligent and can learn human communication methods, it is not always the most
efficient way to communicate with a dog. Dogs are simpler than humans are, and it is more challenging to
teach a dog to understand human communication than it is to use dog communication methods to
communicate with your dog. If a person is able to be open up to the idea, then they can learn the language
dogs use to communicate with each other and incorporate that into their communication with dogs. Using
this method, you begin to work in harmony with the dog and their natural instincts, instead of against them.
Commonly humans forget to address or never consider what a dog’s natural instincts are. Embedded in their
genetic code is the thirst for rules, boundaries, and structure. Dogs enjoy knowing what the rules of etiquette
for all situations are, and having the structure of a daily schedule for walks, playtimes, exercises, and
feedings. They also crave consistency in actions, and this is something that some humans will struggle with
providing. Therefore, it is essential to provide your dog with the things that they need, such as physical and
mental exercises, leadership, play, rule establishment and enforcement, and the essentials that are food,
water, shelter, love, kindness, and all the other things that dogs need to live a fruitful life.
The entire family should understand the rules of etiquette for your dog so that rule enforcement is always
the same. An example of failed consistency is if your daughter is reprimanding your dog for an action that
you let happen, there will be a conflict in your dog's brain. Your dog will not know which way to act and
this will cause your dog distress and possibly anxiety.
Human behavior can have an entirely different meaning to a dog, and this is why commonly dog-owners are
perplexed by their dog’s behavior. The owner is thinking in human terms and not in dog terms. Negative
dog behaviors are mostly a result from something missing from their life, and instead of blaming a dog for
its behavior, we must figure out the root cause of this negative behavior and remedy it for our dogs, thus
showing our leadership abilities as their leader.
A dog’s temperament is shaped by the owner’s ability to provide him with what he instinctually needs.
Educating yourself about dog communication and behaviors is your first step to achieving understanding of
natural canine communications (dogmanship). Owning and properly caring for a dog requires a knowledge
base that has been diagramed and written about to help you learn through personal observation. Studying
your dog’s behaviors and allowing your intuition to guide you will enable you to learn dog communication
techniques. I am including downloadable charts and links to assist you in getting started with the basics.
Using Human Body Language to Communicate
There are a couple of important things to keep in the forefront of your mind regarding human movements
around dogs. The first is a tough one to master. Stay calm even when you are not. Avoid fast erratic
movements such as jumping back, making a loud noise when surprised or frightened, and flinging your arms
into the air. These types of movements mimic prey or the dog can mistake these movements for a type of
game that they want to play. The dog’s reaction might be that it attempts to put his mouth upon your fast
moving limbs, jumps up, or gives chase.
The difficult part when you are surprised or nervous is to freeze in place and to avoid eye contact while
simultaneously slightly turning your head away. If you feel it is necessary, fold your arms to your chest. If
you need to move away from a dog then use slow fluid movements while backing away from the dog. As a
startled human we sometimes hold our breath, so do not forget to breathe and calm yourself. A dog may
perceive your held breath as a sign that you are tense and going to react. This could escalate tensions.
Eye contact is very important to dogs and assists you in conveying to your dog that you are serious and in
command. Always use direct eye contact when issuing commands or calling your dog by name.
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If a dog jumps up on to you the best method of reaction is to not engage with your eyes, fold your arms
across your chest, and freeze in place. In essence, you are to avoid to the best of your ability any physical or
eye engagement with the dog. Jumping dogs usually want attention but when they continually do not get
that attention, they begin to catch onto the fact that jumping is an unwanted and undesirable behavior.
I realize that their claws might hurt you, and some dogs are large enough to move you, so do the best that
you can to ignore the dog and not make any sudden movements. This is covered further in my books
training chapter on jumping.
Dogs can sense our inner feelings by the way we use our tone of voice, body language and facial
expressions. They are able to read us humans much better than most people can read a dog’s body language.
Their keen abilities to observe us intensely are used by them to interpret and anticipate what we want from
them. Using the correct body language helps you when meeting unfamiliar dogs, and in controlling your
own dog.
The following is an example of how a dog interprets human action. If you approach a submissive dog by
leaning forward towards him and then move your hand towards his head, it will usually cause a negative
reaction because you are acting out a dominate behavior and is therefore intimidated by you. Since the dog
has already taken the submissive posture, the dog is not expecting a dominate action. Conversely, if you
approach the same dog by first crouching down beside him and then bring your hand from his chest up to
his head this should produce a much different reaction. Our instinct is to pet dogs on their head, but when
interacting with a submissive dog it is better to pet their chest to avoid intimidating him.
“How do I identify a submissive dog?” That is a good question and the answer will help in many ways. A
submissive dog will commonly lower its head and tail making its body smaller, while simultaneously
avoiding eye contact. Sometimes owners mistake this for a dog feeling sad, when in fact he is submitting to
that alpha owner, and stating that they are his leader. If your dog is showing this submissive posture, this
means that you have achieved the alpha position and your dog is following your lead. Your dog is happy
because he is comforted in knowing that he has a leader that is taking good care of him.
A happy and secure submissive dog that lowers itself is not a dog that is recklessly jumping around vying
for attention and trying to control its owner. Realizing what the submissive posture is and not confusing it
with thinking that your dog is upset or sad will help you from sending your dog confusing signals. The fact
that your dog is showing this posture instead of jumping on you and trying to steer you is a good sign and
does not mean that you need to cheer your dog up or act differently to address the posture.
Have you ever had trouble with your dog obeying your “come” command? Try this body movement. Instead
of becoming angry, yelling, or begging, turn your back and crouch down. This position tells your dog that
he is not in trouble and that you are not a threat to him. Do not repeatedly say the come command. This
body position is an invitation instead of a demand. This position often works, and when your dog comes to
join you, be sure to reward him. As a last resort, you can try running away from your dog. This will
commonly be perceived as play and often your dog will come running.
If your dog is not obeying, continue to work on training your dog to obey the “come” command so that you
do not have to resort to these physical cues. Maybe you have not been offering a good enough reason for
your dog to come and need to improve your rewards, he has not retained the command, or you are still
earning the dogs respect. Whichever the case, practice until your dog comes to you upon command. The
come command is extremely important for the safety of your dog and your peace of mind.
In leash training, body language plays an important role. Every time your dog is pulling, you should change
directions and walk the other way. Using this body language, you are teaching him that you are the one in
control and decide the direction and speed of walking. In addition, when you are walking your dog on the
leash, you want him to maintain a close distance but never impede your walking and direction changes.
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If your dog is not keeping the proper distance and moving with you, but instead crowding, slightly bumping
him while changing directions will stop him from crowding or impeding your walk. This can be practiced
during training sessions that include many direction changes and serpentine walking. Your dog must know
that you are in charge and make the rules, and soon he will learn not to crowd or impede you so that the two
of you can harmoniously walk with a loose leash.
Body language is equally important to communicating with dogs as it is with humans, but the difference is
that communicating with humans usually comes more naturally to us. Standing upright, remaining calm,
confident, and consistent is how all alphas should act when directing their dogs, and if you notice, many
powerful people do the same when interacting with humans. Keep this in the forefront of your mind, and the
more you practice, the more natural and easy it will become.
It takes practice to be able to control our reactions, facial expressions, and tones and consistently show the
correct dog readable actions. Having this type of control helps some people to be better trainers than others.
Remember that you are under constant observation from your dog and they respect their confident leader.
Whenever you act less confident, your dog will immediately notice it. Enjoying the process and having a
good time with your dog is also important, so do not be afraid to laugh and smile. You don’t have to be
unemotional or act like a statue while learning about dogs and yourself.
Learning Natural Dog Behaviors
Keep in mind that we cannot always read a dog’s body language accurately. All dogs have their own unique
personality; therefore will express themselves in their individual way. It is possible that a dog’s happy
wagging tail could be another dog’s way of conveying that it is nervous or anxious. A dog’s breed, size, or
appearance are not proper indicators of whether a dog will bite, but his body language is. Keep in in your
thoughts when reading a dog’s body language that it is difficult to be 100% accurate in our interpretations
and to use caution around strange dogs.
In my book’s, I cover some frequent dog positions and body language and included some photographs, but I
realized more visual clues are needed. I found a handy ASPCA and American Humane download with
photographs of dog postures. The diagram and descriptions will assist you in identifying what a dog’s body
language and postures are usually stating. I am including a link at the bottom of this section so that you can
download the ASPCA and American Humane, PDF’s. Use the information to observe your dog and verify if
he is consistently using a body posture or movement that illustrates his mood and whether it corresponds
with the diagrams. It is a good idea to keep a journal and log your observations so that you know what your
dog is communicating to you with his body movements.
Some dogs have curly spitz type tails and therefore it will take a keen eye to see and denote what their tail
position might be conveying so you will have to rely more on facial and body postures. Breeds with docked
tails, flat faces, and that are black in color make it more difficult to read what they are trying express. From
distance black colored dogs facial expressions can be difficult to see. Creating further difficulties are breeds
that have puffy hair, long hair, or extensive hair that hides their physical features.
Observing your dog’s ears, eyes, lips, mouth, body postures, and tail movements, then matching them to
your dog’s emotional state will take some time, but when you begin to easily identify and understand your
dog’s emotions and intentions from his body language, you are then on your way to a better long-lasting
relationship. Additionally you will improve your training and communication skills with your dog and other
person’s dogs. This is your first step to mastering dogmanship.
This skill can only be learned through the observation of dogs, trusting in your intuition, and in tandem with
studying about dog communication. Using daily focused observations, you will gradually become aware of
your dog’s communications and their meanings. Some dogs body language is easy to see and define so do
not feel overwhelmed or intimidated by the process that I have outlined. Previous dog owners will attest that
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the more time spent with dogs the more you glean from their behaviors. Gradually you will become more
aware of dog behavior and then subtle changes will occur in the way that you interact with dogs. The
process is enjoyable because you are spending time with your dog companion. All dog trainers are
continuously honing their dog language skills.

FILL UP YOUR TRAINING KIT
CLICK HERE
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Dog obedience vs. Dog Behavior
The difference between dog obedience and dog behavior is commonly defined as this. Obedience involves
teaching your dog to do something, and behavior is teaching your dog not to do something. The differences
lie in the goal, reward structure, and outcome. The two are of equal importance so it is necessary to
understand the difference.

Dog Obedience
Obedience is the commands we teach to our dogs when we want them to quickly comply with our verbal or
hand cues. Examples include the basics, of come, sit, and stay. Usually these are begun teaching at the time
that your puppy arrives at your home, and if you enroll your puppy in classes, will continue there. Teaching
obedience sets the base for both you and your puppy to move forward. Using his name to get his attention
and focus on you during training sessions establishes the first steps in human to dog communication.
Training sessions is where humans begin the learning process of how to communicate using the dog’s
language. The dog is also simultaneously learning to speak the human language and this creates a strong
lasting bond. This training is often a reward-based system that rewards successes with treats, praise, play, or
toys.

Dog Behavior
The difference between dog obedience and dog behavior is that behavior modification addresses and alters
the psychological (mind) and physiological (bodily processes) state of the dog. In dog behavior, the goal is
to identify the primary cause of an unwanted behavior. When you identify this root cause for the dog’s
unwanted behavior, you can begin shaping the unwanted behavior so that they do not ever engage in that
behavior.
An example might be that your dog immediately takes off running when you open the car door. It does not
matter if he comes when called, because this can be dangerous for your dog. The issue that needs to be
addressed is why he is bolting the minute the car door opens. No matter the scale of severity, the cause
needs to be identified so that the behavior can be modified. Remember it is important to identify the root
causes of your dog’s behavior. Knowing the root cause of behaviors will help make you a better trainer
because you understand the motivation not just the dog’s action. The result is a better relationship between
the two of you. Using obedience and behavior modification in tandem, results in having a well-balanced
dog.
Keep in mind that this is a learning process and requires awareness of yours and your dog’s actions. Study is
required for the human to learn the skills and knowledge to speak canine language proficiently. Often dogs
will copy your behavior, so using body language along with calm even energy, is crucial in your dog’s
success for obedience and behavioral modification.
If there are unwanted behavioral issues present that you cannot seem to find a solution, then investigate your
breed’s inherent traits and identify any possible medical or environmental issues that might be present and
causing these unwanted behaviors. If they are found to be present, you may need to hire a behavioral
specialist to help change the emotions causing the challenging behaviors. For example, most herding breeds
naturally herd children and some nip heels. In this case, the root cause is most likely their herding heritage.
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I hope that you are excited to learn more about dog language and training, because it plays a large role in
your dog’s successful obedience training and behavioral modification. Simultaneously addressing both
obedience and behavior is powerful training. Be flexible in attitude and prepare for some challenges, but
enjoy the process of bonding with your dog and growing together in knowledge and understanding. The
end-result will be a well-balanced dog living inside a joyful family environment.
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Second Step
Puppy Survival Packet
Choosing a puppy
I know that many of you might have already brought home your puppy, but that others might not yet have
their puppy at home, so I included this brief treatise on choosing a puppy.
One question that should be asked and answered first is “What are the real costs of owning a dog?” There
are general costs available on the internet that breakdown monthly, annual, and lifetime costs, and of course,
unexpected health issues arise and vary by breed. Knowing these costs and being able to afford a new dog is
a correct first step to take. Ask your local or national breed club what they estimate these costs to be and
what breed specific costs might inflate the cost of owning the breed that you are interested.
“Why do you want a dog?” is a good second question to ask. Do you want a dog because of your children,
for companionship, security, showing, competing, or another reason?
“Have you thought about the impact owning a dog will have on lifestyle changes?” such as leaving on
long weekends, vacations, and daily schedules.

“Which breed is correct for my lifestyle and my personality?”
Great question, begin by reading about the numerous different breeds sizes and personalities. Then explore
their exercise, and grooming needs, as well other facts about the health of the different breeds and the breed
that you are interested. Does the breed normally often bark or dig? Size can be good place to start. Do you
want a toy, small, medium, large, or extra-large breed? Does the breed shed a little or a lot? Answer some
questions about your lifestyle. How many people live in your household? How large is your living space?
How many other pets do you have and what kind? Do you have children? Write down your work hours,
your exercise regimen, free time, nights out, and your entire average daily and weekly schedule, then keep it
handy to reference as you research the different breed’s needs.
It is imperative that your family and your puppy have the correct fit and that you are capable of handling all
of his or her needs. Bringing home a puppy is a lot of responsibility. It is unfair not to properly do the
research work to find the correct breed that fits your lifestyle. Do not be swayed by cuteness, size, celebrity
and other influences, try to remain objective and truthful. Too many puppies become homeless, are returned,
or end up in shelters because their owners find out they cannot handle or provide for the puppy they
selected. Read thoroughly about the adult dog that your puppy will become.
As an option, consider selecting an adult dog with an easy-going demeanor that can be a good fit for some
first time dog owners. For some people training puppies can be frustrating. Consider the breed’s
temperament, which includes their sociability, trainability, dominance, shyness, prey drive, and whether
they are commonly guard or attack dogs. Do they get along great with children? There are many companion,
designer, guard, herding, hound, bully, giant, toy, hunting, hybrid, and so forth to choose. At over fivehundred breeds, several are definitely breeds that are right for you and your lifestyle.
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Finding a Dog
“How do I find a reputable dog breeder?”
Your countries kennel associations, your national specific dog breed club, and The Humane
Society are all great places to start. The American Kennel Club, United Kennel Club, and
The Kennel Club are good places to look for referrals.

“How do you adopt a shelter dog?”
Local animal control, animal rescue organizations, and adoption centers can assist in this
process.

“How do I find a rescue resource for the breed I am interested?”
The American Kennel Club has rescue affiliates listed on their website and many others are
available with a quick internet search that includes the word “rescue” and the breed name.
Most breed specific clubs also provide rescue assistance.

“How do I learn about the different breeds?”
I suggest reading up on the breeds from their clubs. For example if you are searching for
Labrador Retrievers, search The Labrador Retriever Club of America. These clubs have
plentiful amounts of breed specific information available. The American Kennel Club and
the United Kennel Club have information about the different breeds.
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Puppy Proof Home Protocol
You have selected your breed, and your puppy. You are excited that finally the day has come that you are
bringing your new puppy home. A second of panic occurs as you wonder, “Do I have everything my new
puppy needs?” I do not want you to have those thoughts, and fortunately, there are plenty of resources to
help. I have put together a small list of items that everyone needs to have in their home and car before
bringing a new furry creature into their home.
Puppy proofing your home entails removing all harmful items that a puppy might chew or swallow,
unfortunately, that means everything. Puppies love to put anything into their mouths. After all, they are kids
learning about the world. It will be necessary to elevate electrical cords, remove floor debris, and all other
random objects that a puppy can chew, eat, or swallow. Thoroughly inspect your entire house that is
accessible to your puppy. Apply bitter spray to appropriate furniture and fixed objects that require
protection. Take extra caution removing from puppy reach all chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and other toxic
liquids that might be accessed around the house.
Baby gates can be used to quarantine areas away your puppy. Not Bill Gates baby, but gates that keep
babies out of trouble. Avoid any accordion type gating system because they can cause harm to your puppy.
Make sure the gates fasten securely and are structurally sound. Stairs and workrooms should be blocked in
addition to any other rooms that your new puppy should not be allowed.
BEWARE! Puppies will investigate anything new and easily accessible. It is time to change habits. From
the time your puppy is coming home you can no longer walk in and carelessly place anything onto the floor.
This includes your backpacks, groceries, clothes, briefcases, containers, handbags, leashes, collars, plastic or
paper bags, and all other objects or clothing that you normally toss carefree onto the floor. Your home is a
landscape that needs to remain puppy proof. Train your mind to be puppy proof. Anything accidently
dropped or spilled must be immediately retrieved or cleaned from the floor.

“What do I need to do to make my home ready for a new puppy?”
1. Puppy care book and a complete book about your breed that you have read prior to bringing your
puppy home.
2. A correct sized crate. Your puppy will be spending quite a bit of time in its crate and it should be
comfortable and sized appropriately for your puppy. Your puppy should be able to stand up, lie
down, and turn around in the crate but not much more, because it will make it more likely that your
puppy will have an accident inside the crate. Add something soft and washable for him or her to
sleep on. Thoroughly clean any messes that occur inside the crate. Try diligently to avoid crate
accidents. Your puppy's crate will be used for sleeping and resting and the sooner he is used to it, the
better.
3. Playpen made from wire or wood. Wire pens can be configured into varying sizes and shape, but
wood are limited to four sides and a fixed sized wall. Avoid accordion style walls.
4. Chew toys of varying kinds. Be aware of the size and durability. You need durable toys because
most puppies will try to tear them apart. Note that some breeds and puppies can destroy almost any
type of toy, and that all are able to swallow balls larger than their jaws. Nylabones™, rubber balls,
tough squeaky toys, and rawhide are desirable.
5. Collar and leash. Choose an appropriate sized collar and style for your puppy. A good idea is a
wide, flat, buckle type collar that can be expanded as they grow. Your puppy will be growing
astonishingly fast for the first few months. Your puppy is small, so select a lightweight leash that is
about six feet (2meters) in length. Begin introducing your puppy to wearing their collar and
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introducing the leash before venturing outdoors. Your puppy can sport the expensive designer collar
after they are grown.
6. ID tags. Regular tag with contact information, or one that is electronically chipped.
7. Puppy food that is recommended by your breeder or veterinarian. Use only high quality foods
without bi-products and artificial additives. If you are interested, research and consult experts about
raw foods diets. Raw food diets provide a healthy alternative or addition to puppy foods.
8. Food bowls. Stainless steel bowls retain less bacteria than glass or plastic.
9. Puppy proof spray to apply to items that you do not want your puppy chewing. Sprays that humans
cannot smell but are bitter to puppies and keeps their mouths off furniture and other items. Bitter
apple is a common spray.
10. Elimination accident cleaner. To eliminating odors, we recommend enzyme cleaners especially for
pets.
11. Pee pads. If necessary due to your living arrangement.

First time dog owners To-Do List
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Teach good manners from the moment you bring your puppy home.
Choose a dog breed with a reputation for being amicable.
Do not strike or yell at your dog.
Learn about nutrition and optional diets.
Learn about socialization and put it immediately into practice.
Always show patience during all training.
Handle your puppy gently.
Puppy proof your home.
9. Selecting an adult dog with an easy-going demeanor is a good fit for some first time
dog owners. Puppies can be frustrating for some personalities.
10. Read a book specifically about your new dog breed that details any special care needs.
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Bringing Home the Puppy
Now it is time to bring your puppy home. There are a couple of things to keep in mind on this day. First,
that you are a stranger to him; he has probably never been in a car or away from his mom or littermates. As
you can imagine this will be a stressful moment for your puppy, so try to make the ride to your home as
stress free as possible.
Before departure, allow your puppy to relieve itself, and during the ride provide a soft comfortable place in
a crate or nestled in a humans arms. He may cry or bark during the ride, but that is normal behavior and you
must handle it calmly. This will begin to establish that you are there to help. By speaking calmly and evenly,
and not speaking harshly, you will show your puppy that you care and are not to be feared. If possible, bring
along the entire family and begin the bonding process on the car ride home. Many times the person that
brings the puppy to the home is the person that the puppy will begin forming the tightest bond. Drive
straight home to keep the drive short. Avoid over handling from family members during the ride home.
If you have to stop for a pee/poop stop, be sure to carry your puppy to an unused area and properly clean up
afterward. Your puppy is not yet vaccinated and could have worms or parasites in his feces as well needs to
avoid exposure to other dogs.

Ride home checklist
 Cleaning supplies, just in case.
 Soft towel or blanket.
 Collar – if you use a collar be sure it is tight. If you can fit one finger between the
collar and your puppy’s neck, then it is tightened correctly.
 Newspapers, paper towels, and plastic bags.
 Smile, good mood, and cheerful tone of voice.
 Crate (optional).
 Pet odor neutralizer (optional).
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First couple of Days and Nights









Upon arriving home, take him to the predestinated outdoor elimination spot.
Clear the indoor area of other pets and place your puppy down to explore. Do not crowd the puppy
and if children are present have them provide the puppy plenty of space. Allow him to come to them
on his or her own. Have everyone remain calm and gentle when interacting.
All puppies act differently. Some take off exploring the house, others just curl up and voyeur the
surroundings and might doze off.
Keep in mind that if your puppy was flown in, or from a shelter that they may have brought stress
with them and be extremely tired from the previous day/night. Expect that the following day they
will be rested and livelier.
Separation anxiety is natural and you might hear your puppy whine, squeal, or howl. They might
have difficulty sleeping the first few days or weeks. Your puppy has to get used to being away from
his sisters, brothers, and mom that he used to snuggle together.
Move slowly with introducing your other pets to your new puppy. The crate, baby gate, or exercise
pen puts a barrier between them and allows both to adjust to one another without direct physical
contact.
After about three or four days, take your puppy to the veterinarian for a complete check-up.
It is very important to show your puppy that they are wanted and cared for. This is of the utmost
importance during the first few days.

“Where does my puppy sleep?”





The first night will most likely be the most difficult for your puppy, but do not isolate him because
he is vocalizing his loneliness. Try not to keep him far from where you are sleeping. He is alone in a
strange place, and you want him to feel comfortable and welcomed. For example, do not put him in
the garage or basement.
Options for not isolating your puppy are a dog bed or blanket on the floor near your bed, or in his
crate near your bed or just outside the opened bedroom door. For a variety of reasons, it is advised
not to have your puppy in your bed.
Even though your puppy is whimpering, do not go to him and pay too much attention every time he
is vocalizing distress. This can become a negative behavior used to get you to come to him.
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Elimination Time


Take him or her out to elimination every half hour. Elimination accidents are common the first
couple of days so clean them thoroughly and use pet deodorizers so that there is no trace. Gradually
over the coming days and weeks, you will increase the duration between elimination times.



Always take them to elimination in the designated outdoor elimination spot.



Do not become angry about elimination accidents. If you see him going, if possible, pick him up and
let him finish outdoors and afterward praise him while still outdoors.



Escort your puppy outside and begin praising him for taking care of his elimination business.



To prevent frequent accidents take notice if you need to shorten the time between taking him
outside. Especially with toy breeds.



Track your puppies schedule for eating and pees/poops, this can help you eliminate accidents and
begins housebreaking. Tracking will help you to learn your puppy’s pattern.



After feeding, always take your puppy outdoors.



Pick up the water bowl around 8pm each night.



Always praise your puppy when he or she eliminates waste outdoors and not indoors. This will
strengthen your bond and begin building trust.



Before bedtime, always take your puppy out to relieve themselves. A walk assists them in falling
asleep.



Take your puppy out first thing in the morning.



Allow him to relieve himself in full. Most puppies will take several small amounts to finish
relieving.
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Training Your Puppy
I assume that you have read about dogmanship, dog obedience vs. dog behavior, and my book that includes
chapters on socialization, establishing your alpha position, clicker training and basic care. I hope that you
have read about the personality, care, and maintenance of your specific dog breed, furthermore consulted
with the breeder and your veterinarian while learning as much as you could about your new puppy. Let’s
assume that you have done all of these things and you understand the journey that you will be embarking
upon, but your puppy is there, frightened in a new home and you have been making him or her feel
comfortable and loved. Now you wish to teach your puppy its name and other commands.

Before Command Training










Read the breed specific dog-training book.
If you have not yet done so, purchase a clicker, leashes, treat pouch, harness, and collar.
Establish a consistent schedule for feeding, exercise, elimination, and playtimes.
Notice if your puppy begins following your around the house. This is a good sign that you are
bonding.
Remember that besides breed traits, all dogs have their own personalities.
Always be patient, gentle, and kind towards your puppy.
Begin observing and understanding your puppy’s behaviors including what physical actions, they
make when they do or do not like something. Observe them during play, exercise, relaxing times,
and so forth. Take note of their actions. This helps you to understand your puppy’s personality but
additionally assists in identifying possible health issues.
Practice your alpha posture, keeping an even temperament, and clicker timing.

Begin Training









Establishing yourself as the alpha immediately begins with the creation of your puppy's schedule for
playtime, food, exercise, and controlling his toys along with providing love and affection. This
begins on the first day that you bring your puppy home.
Simultaneously you will be doing the following, housetraining, establishing your alpha position, and
socializing your puppy. After your puppy has been home for a couple of days, you can begin clicker
response and training your puppy name recognition.
You should have already read the guide. Begin by gradual socialization to all household members.
Be patient, kind, firm, consistent, fair, gentle, and have fun.
Always end training sessions with a win for your puppy while using cheerful upbeat tones when
praising.
Do not forget always to use eye contact when addressing your puppy.
Remember that training is a lifetime commitment. After your puppy has learned a command, he will
need occasional reinforcement to stay sharp and obedient.
After your puppy knows its name, then you can move onto sit, come, leave it, and other important
commands. This training will be concurrently happening while housetraining, chew-toy training, and
nipping/biting training is occurring.
Although you will be training more than one command during your puppy's life, always train only
one command per training session. Depending upon how you and your puppy are feeling you can
instruct one to three short training sessions per day.

Training a puppy does not mean they are supposed to only obey one master, or alpha, they must learn to
obey all commands given to them by the entire family and friend circle. In essence, when you are training,
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and learning to be a trainer, you also need to teach other family members and friends the correct way to
issue these commands.
To begin training, establish your alpha position from the moment you bring your new dog or puppy home.
Leading as the alpha means that you are always consistent, calm, cool, and collected while consistently
enforcing rules and making corrections using a firm but fair attitude. The alpha always acts as though he or
she knows that they are in charge.
The best time to begin training your puppy the basics is at around six weeks to eight weeks of age. Once
your puppy realizes that you control schedules, toys, mealtimes and all the things he or she cherishes, he or
she will respect you as the alpha in the family hierarchy. Remember that all family members and humans
are above your dog in ranking, and it should remain that way. Leading as the alpha assists you both in
working together towards the goal of understanding the rules of conduct and obedience. Your dog will be at
ease when the rules are understood. Remain in control of toys and play time so that your puppy understands
that you control all good things. This is important, because if your puppy doesn’t have this structure early in
life, he or she will grow up thinking that they can do as they wish. No matter how wonderful and easygoing
your little puppy seems now, most likely that will change with age.

TRAINING TOOLS
1. Dog Treats for Training
2. Best Dog crates
3. Clicker Offer
4. Dog Collar and Harness
5. Dog Leash
6. Dog Treat pouch
7. Chew Toys for Dogs
8. Dog Treat Dispensers
9. Video Dog Training
10. Dog Grooming
Congratulations on selecting a new puppy and furthermore taking the time to study and learn about the care
and training of dogs.
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Third Step
The resources included below will assist you in finding, identifying, selecting, rescuing, and adopting a dog
breed, and additional information about dogs can be found at these websites. Below you will also find links
for identifying dog body language and my own Bark Charts - CLICK to Start Using for you to use as a
way to track your training progress and keep to your consistent schedule. Bark Charts help you to remember
where your dog has progressed to or needs help with different commands, and keep notes of where and
when you exposed your dog to different situations and beings.
Remaining organized is an important part of training that takes away the stress of wondering what you
should be training today and how well your dog performed during the last time you worked on a command.
Keeping a record of your training sessions through notes, dates, times, and locations will boost your training
skills and efficiency. We all have enough to remember in our human lives and keeping organized allows us
to earn points towards keeping our alpha position as the consistent confident human that our dogs know that
they can rely on day in and day out. It is better for them and better for us if we stay organized and relaxed
while having fun training our dogs. I think that you will find these charts fun and useful.
If you are in search of the correct breed for you and your family, then it is a good idea to take different breed
selection tests and see if your results match. To do this it is imperative to be consistent in your answers. I
hope that you enjoy discovering new dog breeds and learning about what makes them unique. Below are
resources to investigate rescue dogs, adoption, and all types of dog and breed information that you should
know about your breed or other breeds that you are interested. The American Kennel Club, United Kennel
Club, The Kennel Club (UK), and many breed specific clubs have a wealth of information on the different
dog breeds health, grooming, personalities, inherent traits, competitions, breeders, and much more.
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Bonus Resources
Bark Charts Track your training progress!
Dog Body Language Get to know your dog!
ASPCA PDF Canine Body Language
American Humane Society PDF Dog Posture American Humane Society
Reading Dog Body Language Video Click Here
Help Selecting a Breed
Dog Breed Search
The Kennel Club |Public Service
Dog Quiz Dog Breed Selector
AKC (American Kennel Club) Future Dog Owner Breed Finder -

Adopting & Rescue
Rescue Network
The Humane Society
Dog Adoption | Adopt a Dog Information
United Kingdom
The Kennel Club | Breed Rescue
Find a Rescue in the UK
Find a Pet in the UK
ASPCA (American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals)
Adoptable Dogs
Local Shelter
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Conclusion
I hope that this free NewDogStarterGuide has provided helpful knowledge of the training mindset, natural
dog behavior (dogmanship), dog obedience vs. dog behavior, human & dog body language, and a puppy’s
first days. It is my intention that all of this information assists you in owning and training your new puppy
or adult dog and makes you aware of the topics covered inside this guide. Continue training practice and
learning alongside your new puppy or adult dog throughout their lifetime. Owning a dog is a rewarding
experience and further enriches lives if the relationship is one of mutual love and respect.
Thank you for downloading and reading this New Dog Starter Guide. Please keep the emails coming, and
let me know the topics, questions, and fun things that you have on your mind to share. Feel free to post
photo’s of your dogs on my Facebook, and soon on the NewDogTImes blog. In the future, I plan to offer
more free materials about dogs and dog training, dog owner's stories, training help, and more.
~ Paps
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“As always, the Pearce family would like to thank you for downloading this New Dog Training Guide, buying
my books, clicking links for dog supplies, and visiting my blog. I wish you and your dog warm greetings and
encouragement in training while living together in joyful harmony.”
~ Paps
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Visit Us Today
Share Our Links – Like us, Pin us, Feed it, Tweet it We Need Help Too!
Please Comment "Let us know what you think, did this book help you with training your dog, please
comment on Amazon and write me on Facebook. I am always trying to improve and update my books.”

Facebook

NewDogTimes
“Thanks for reading. I hope you enjoyed this as much as I have enjoyed writing it. Keep on training and
loving your Now Zen Like dog. Please be patient, loving, and have fun while training your dog.”
~ Paul Allen Pearce
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About the Author
Paul Allen Pearce is the author of many breed specific "Think like a Dog" dogtraining books.
As a youth, a family trip to Australia forever changed the course Paul would take
on his way to return home to South Carolina to begin a family, raise dogs, and
eventually write. For a year in high school, Paul headed back to Australia to study,
and then again, during college he did the same. After finishing college, he headed
to Africa to work with the Peace Corps.
Paul's family is dog lovers and often took in strays. Paul and his siblings were
taught how to care and train the family pets and dogs. Both his parents grew up
with many animals and had generational knowledge to pass forth to their offspring. Raised around all sorts
of animals, his curiosity to work with animals grew. Upon returning back to the U.S. and purchasing his
own dog he realized he didn't know as much as he could, thus began his journey into owning and full time
dog training.
Paul states, “Dog training is my passion. I love dogs, animals, and the wonders of nature. It is easy to write
about your passion and share what you have learned and discovered. I hope that my readers enjoy and learn
from what I have learned and improve their dog relationships. My past explorations throughout twenty
countries and states helped me to broaden my perspective regarding animal behavior and treatment. Let us
all be kind to animals, not only dogs.”
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Legal Disclaimer:
The author of “The New Dog Training Guide,” Paul Allen Pearce is in no way responsible at any time for
the action of your pet, not now or in the future. Animals, without warning, may cause injury to humans
and/or other animals. Paul Allen Pearce is not responsible for attacks, bites, mauling, nor any other
viciousness or any and all other damages. We strongly recommend that you exercise caution for the safety
of self, the animal, and all around the animals while working with your dog. We are not liable for any
animal or human medical conditions or results obtained from training. While all attempts have been made to
verify information provided in this publication, neither the author nor the publisher assume any
responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation of the subject matter contained herein. The
publisher and author assume no responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf of any purchaser or
reader of the material provided. The owner of said dog training guide assumes any, and all risks associated
with the methodology described inside the dog-training guidebook.
Better than Legal stuff for Free Stuff Next Page – Go Check it Out

Oh and Please Come See us …
and Let us Know How We can help you anytime @
Your Free Blog Too!

NewDogTimes.com
K?
“– We Already Miss You!”
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Click the Image Above – and - Follow Us on Twitter
That’s Me Not in the Picture 
“Tweet Tweet”
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Don’t FORGET!
Do This! They’re Free – And Your Puppy Needs You To Be The Best you Can Be (errem… these Bark Charts will absolutely change Your Dog training Game!) Plus, if You’d
Like, I’m Gonna Email You Even More Super Awesomely Cool Free Puppy Stuff Too!
Heck, (Or You Can Just Unsubscribe After You Download Them 
Just Don’t Tell My Accountant – (Kidding) Message here is Simple. They are Free They
Will Help You Train Like a master – And You Are Not Obligated to Remain an Email List
Member – Even Though We Also Give Out the Best Free Dog Scoops of Free Dog Poop All
The Time

Your Puppies Friends, Will Be totally jealous of Him- When You Do!
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Click the Image Above – and - Follow Us on Twitter
That’s Me Last Sunday
“Tweet Tweet”
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